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Clunate is ·JlOWhere. invariant, it~ .is ever i::hanging . . For many - decade!J 
. . . 
. ' 
now . tl~mat.o~tlgis~s _· h~ve ~ec.ogn.i.zed t~i.,s and -have attempted to· anaiyse and 
. i. exl>iid.~·the magn:i.t~de.,' direc~ion . _and sp~tta't .extent of Sl)Ch change. At . 
. ·/ '· ~ - ·: . - . ,_' . . . . - . . l . 
. the same· time. sci.enti~ts have :postuiated severaL theories· to account · for . . 
. . ... ·. .. . . . . .· .· . ... .. . . . . . . .·. J' . . . . : ': . . 
. : kn'?~~-fluctuat~~n~. a~d . i:llt:g~~~~ra v_ery .1extensive _ . 1i~era~u·l?~ .~as'_·~·!en .. · 
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' • o ' ·, ' ' • ' , • ', , ,' : • ' ' • • : • i'" . : • ..~ : ' ' • I : ;, ' ' : 'j ' • ."• ' ' ,' ,• •, I 
·- · . · . , · inyolving the middle- a~d .- ·hig1t .l .aUtudes ... · The ~eilent -iJork, -t,her~fo~~, _. is 
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~- . •. 
·• 
in .a . ~astly .riegle~t:ed l'ow...:_iatitu~~ - reg~on~ the Carfbb~a~ : · ~ · .. . 
·"' 
Ttlis stu.dy. at;t .empts.., .to ~~seas .:t·h~ nta~nituc;l~·-an~:- dir~t:LOV\ of .'t;:ecent 
.. ' : ·:dl:imau~: fluctuat~ons on '.th_e- island -of Bal:b~d6s· •. More specifi:caily, . it 
sets. out prhui#ly to .'identify - lo~~~term fl~,Ctuations and t~ends i~ .dt\e 
_., bJ.~n~·! s c.i~~ic ~at~,· as .they ;~Y -~~ls·~ ·~· since.l900 .. Th;o~g~~u.t .t:h·e ·~ · ' 
. . . . - ." .. - .. - . . ... . ' . 
-v· '· an~·lysie a~ attem~t : is made,. wherever possibl~~ ~0 cotnpare .-and rcl~te these 
: -fluctuatlqn,j ~nd tr~ds t~~p-ost~lated, iiobd.:and: h~is;herfc ·changes and to 
- ... - ' . ', . . ~ ' ' .,. 
~ . _,. 
other : 1o~-lat~t~de climat·:ic. fiuc.uations· ··and .. atmo~pher.i<;- drc.ul~dori changes 
• ' • • I 
. . .... •• • • • ' . ' ' 7 • • '0. 
· wn~·ch . have been .:rec~tly _o pseriet:t. : .· 
·" · ... 
I ' 1 ' 
.Chapter 1 · provic;Jes. ·;; ¢~ne1;al int.rod~ction - t<). the study area ·and · focu~.es 
·- '· . . ' .· ~. • . . 
. . . . . ·\.., 
. · . . - ·- primarily on ~elevant backgro!lnd 
. • . . . . . .• : . • • . · .. , • . : rl . . 
cl'lmate. ., . : ' . 
' . ' ~ 
.' : ~ :: ' · :' I~· chapter i a: co~prehen~ive c)utl~~ of':t~e · mai~ '·t:ype~ .of -da~~~ :data . 
. . - . . . . . . 
~ ,· ' 
.. , . 
• f, • • • ,· 
: . .- -.. sources_·: ~nd m~tbod~i'ogic~l ' lm>ced~res ia ... ·given~ 'llere, -pardc~~a~· ~,pha~.i~ 
. . . ··' . . ' :.. . .' . :, . - ( ": . :. . . , . 
. . : is ~laced· on the 'inain stad .stieal techniqu~·a .enipioyeci·. i n·· the. ··analys'is :.; 
o . .•. . ' . • ' .· ( . . 
... • ~ I • 
:, . 
.... . '· · .. : .. :· .: •. ·· : ,· . . . ~ . . . • ~ t • 
·. I , 
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.The following Chapter is " devoted to a fu11 investiga~f4,~ of long-t;,erm 
. " • I ~ ~ 
• fluctl.\ations and trends ident~fied fQr selected climatic paralneters. These1 
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variables inclil'dJ! air temperature, atmospheric pres§ure, win(h.velocity, •sun-
.-
shine hours, relative humidity ·and cloud cover. · In the final ·part of this 
• . {I 
. . 
Chapter theTe is a brief 
. . L· 
disc~ssion o.f · the re1ative ·merits of a few theor4.es 
of climatic change •. ) 
: . itt the fourth, Chapter there i~ a· .. detai,led an~lysis· of· rainfal1 flue-
. . 
tuat:i.ons ·acr~ss -tn~ .iey~·nci. · :Th~s :fn~~1ve~: ·a ~~boiough .:(.nves~:lg~ti~n .:~£ ., 
: . I . ·' . . . . ' .·: . 
. .·. teDtpor~l .. ·varia~i_o~s i_n the i~i-and m~an. i'afnfa~·1 . a~d ~~o· iin .analysi:s of th~ 
. . . . - . ) . . . . ' . . ., . ' . . . . 
""' · .. 
. · ":.' .· 
·_tempo·r:;l -~~d_ -~.,sp~~·~a~ pat~.erns .· e~hi~:i.t~d .:. b~· se,~_en· s~~~.t.ed' ra:fpfall.> st;~tfions_ ~ . . 
. . ~- , 
.. " Par·t;iai · ~xpi~_nlil_tiort_~· _for . these flu~;.tuations ~-~·e. _ posi~ed an.d · an attempt is 
made to relate the~e- pa~ens .. to obse~ve~· ~eiQ;ispheric; and 'tropical atmos.!. 
_ph.eric circulation ch:~ges~ · ·,.,., .. 
Chapter 5 deals excl.usively w.ith f1uctuat ions and changes -'in the fre- ~> 
. 
quericy of the uiajo.r synoptic sca1e systems which affect the i.aland'' s · 
. . - . . . I . ~ 
weather, These systems :include hurricanes, tropical storm~ an~ depressi:ons 
and .local cqitvectional {thunder) .. storms. In this Chapter there is also. an 
attempt to examine · the reiati.onships' between r'afnfall . a~d' t;.h~se weather 
. . .. ' ._, 
/ syst:~11y, O.apter 6 is a .conCiac summary of "'"" of\h, ;.,.j,;<-'h_nd~~' : 
~· ../ b • . 
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· initial data c~llection and itt" the final preparation of this th.esis.(" · 
( . 
To all· of ~e pe~ple .. I ~xpress s:Lnc~.re thanks. ~ , 
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• • • , . ~ J 
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gist to the. Geogx:ap~y Department, who gave invaluable assistance 
espe.cidt in the organiz~~ion .. of th~ data for co~puter analysis_ • . •I 
am dee~ly ' indebte'Q. also to the fol_l9~ing: Hr. D. B~st, Chief Meteorolo~ 
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Olimatologist, Caribbean Me_teor~gical Insti'tute, St •. James, BarQAd()s; ·"'-
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~r ~ C_,c. ·skeete~ foriner Director of Agricul~ure, ·Ministry of .Agricu1- " 
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·ture, Bar:bados'; and ' the -P~incipCJ.l. and Staff of Bellaire Research Insti-
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,ho_ helpe.d to tab-ulate the· original. data and to . Miss Judith 
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Background to the Island's Climate 
A. Introduction 
The ~sland of Barbados is the most easterly of the Caribbean archi-
r · pelago and is situated at approximately latitude 13° 14'N and longi-
.. 
tude 59° 37 'W~ The island; which is about 33.5 km. long and ·22. 5 lGn·. 
wide, covers a .mere 4-30 sq. km. For the most part Barbados is f~at and 
; -
l 'ow-lying with its highest point, Mount~Ullaby; reaching just ov~r -335. 
metres (see frontispiece). 
The climate of Barbados is to a large'extent determ~ned by three 
main factors, namely solar radiation, sea surface temperatures and air 
•. 
flow(character.istics and patterns. Owing to the island's location rela-
,_ 
tive to the sea~onal movement of the sun north and. south of the equator, 
~ 
there is an almost constant receipt of. solar radiation at the surface all 
year round. At the same time the island is located in the tropical North 
b 1· 
• 0 
Atlantic ocean whose surface temperature, about 26.7 C. hardly shows any 
1 
substantial annual or m~mthly variation. Thirdly, like all other regions 
in the Caribbean, Barbados lies within the Northern Hemisphere Tr~pical 
. r. 
~sterlies or Trade Wind belt, a circulatory system associated with the 
semi-permanent high pressure zone centred just to the south of Bermuda 
and the Azores. It is generally regarded as a regular, fairly \ersistent 
type of circulation. Hence, -the island is generally un4,~r the influence 
of a relatively constant: easterly flow of warm, fairly moist air.., 
~cheford, B.A;, Paper Presented to the Eleventh Caribbean Food 
Crops Socie ty Conference , Bridgetown, Barbados, 1973, P• 4. 
1 
::• 
Broadly, the climate may be di4ided into a wet season and a d·ry 
season; the wet season 'lasts from about June to November, associated 
with a northward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), 
while the d~y se~son extends from December to late May or June.' It should 
be poi~ted out, however, that it i5 not uncommon. for there to be dry_spells 
during the wet season and wet spells during the dry season.. Two other 
. 
seasonal divisions have been propo~ed; a cool season and a warm season, 
c~rresponding roughly ~ith t~e months December to Match· and April through 
.N.ovember, 'respe~el~. 2 But_ these ~ai::ter seasqn~l divi~ians are not un-
v~rying; a look at the _statistics of the island's recent climatic past 
·~auld show that very often the so-called cool season may be ·of a longer 
duration, while the length of the 'norm~l' warm season may contract. 
B. Air Temperature 
t 
· It is a known ·fact that the air temperature over Barbados is largely 
determined by the temperature o·f the .northeast trades•which blo\1 con-
" stantly from over the warm North Atlantic ocean. .Since, as already poirl\;eCJ. 
out, there is little variation .in sea surface temper~ture throughout the 
year, it is not surprising that there is little di urnal or annual varia-
2 
tion in air temperature over the · is1and. Similarly, because of the ~ela­




spat:,ial variat.ion. At the same time the isfand is very small and hence no 
point is too far fnland to ~scape the influence of the winds blowing from 
·-~ . over the surrounding ocean. However, it has been suggested that tempera-
tures in the 'highland' areasJgener~lly above 300 metres) may be about 
.
2
skeete, C.C., An ·Historical Description of the Weather of the Is!and 
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0 . 3 2-3 C below · that recorded in lowland and coastal regions. 
Usually, temperatures seldom exceed 33°C ~~ fall below 16°c. In 
fact, temperature dat~ for the island for the period 1903-1975 show that 
0 ' there was a ~ean annual temperature of 26.3 C. Figure ·l shows t~e annual 
( ~ 
variation about this mean. · ~er the same period the highest and lowest 
inean mon~~l'y temperatures were rkorded iii, the months of Aug~st llnd Feb-
.· ~ 
ru.ary, respectively. · The meari for : August for .the ·73..-year p~dod was 
·. 'Jj 
0 
while·it was 24.9°C . for February, thereby .27 .o c, giving a mean range of 
' ' \, I ' 
only 2.1°C betw_een the warmest and coole~t months.' 
>\. •• • • • 
To further confirm that ther.e is no significant annual variation in 
~the island's temperature· ~tatistic, the s~andard deviation ( a ) and co-
, 
efficient of variation (V) of. mean annual temperature were c;alcqlated •. 
These measures of central tendency can serve· as reaso~able indices of 
variability and dispersion in any data set. In the case of the Barbados 
data, the values for the standard deviation and coefficient of variation 
were +0.61 and z.3%, respectively. 
. ' 
As mentioned elsewhere, temperatures tend to be lowest during t-h~· 
per:iod December to March. The redu.ction in ·tem'peratur~ at this time of 
the. year is the result of, and coincides with, the movement of the sun 
south of the equator (with reduced angle .in the flkY) and the associated re-
duction in sea surface temperature. Constras~ingly, a'ir tem.peratures 
are normally highest during May - August when ·there is max·imum rec~ipt of) · 
sola~ radiation at the latitude of Barbados. During the height of the wet 
season, however, a slight decrease in temperature is norma~ly recorded; 
' 
this is attributable partly to increased cloud cover which· reduces the 
3 . 
· Skeete, pp, cit., p.8. 
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receipt of incoming~ short-wave radi~tion at the surface~ and partly to 
. . J' . ' 
.,a loss of heat used up in evapo~~~--fa;t of the rainfall., As a result when-
•. . I .. ,. ,J ·. ··' 
ever there are prolonged dry spell~ during the normal wet season, almost 
.' 
inva7iably there is an increase in air temperature. 
C. SutMhine 
· No sujtshiile data were taken at Barbados · before the year 1929, and . the· 
. rei table . reco~d · of . the . paramet~r ~nly ext ;and a as far back ·as 1937. Like 
' ~tmospheria ·.temp,erature, sunshine duration is relatively constant fr~ . . 
• • • ' ' • I > o ' • 
· month ~0 ~~nth . ~nd hardly exhibits any spati~l variatipn' over the i~land., 
~ . . 
Perhaps the o,illy .. exceptions are ' the ~oi:iths . of September,· October and Novem- . 
• •• . 4 • • ~ • 
her :wh:e·n· there tends to be a slight reduction in sum'!hine hours. 
o~er the" period 1937 to 19!5, figures.for the island show that'the 
mean daily sunshine duration was ' app~oximately 8.4 hours. A further ex-
. ~ . 
amina~ion of the daf\ reveals ~at the months of April and;. October exp'eri-
enced the, greatest and least~bmber of hours of ~ean da~ly s~nshine, re-
~- .. 
spectively. For the 39-year perio.d which the record c.ove~s, April had a 
m~an of approxtma~ely 8.9, whereas Octob~r Tecorded a m~an daily figure of 
# ' . ' 7.7 sunshine hours: in other words, the difference in mean daily sunshine 
" hou~s b,etween ~he · two months is only 1.4 hours. At the same tUn~ it should 
al~o be pointed out · that the_ .greatest and J.east number of Illean daily hours 
of sunshine 'duration re~orded were. l0.3 hours · (May 1941) .f:lDd 4.6 -·hours 
(Nov. ·1939) ~ respect:ively. 
' . 
It; :may be of some interest to note that tqe months of hignest and 
.lowest number of suns htne hours s how ·a sl~g~t. positive rela tionship with ~ 4 
the dry and w~t seasons, respect.ively. As the ra-i~y Sj!aS~n a~:vances with -~ 
its a~;~sociated increase in cloud cover, · there-. t _ends to be a. fairiy p.re-
' ·, 
jr· 
• I· ' . 













dictable decrease in the number of sunshine hours recorded", As might also 
,-.. 
be expect.-~. the months with the greatest and 1~st number of sunshine 
...,;i;;,J.,  • 
... ~~··· . 
hours tend to coincide (at least· approximat;ely) with the "..larm" and "cool11 
• 
seasons. 
~ It appears that at the latitude of Barbados, elevation has a negli.:.. 
v 
gible .effect on sun~hine duration.' In 1929 a · sunshine recorder was set 
up at Lion Castle, .a~highl~nd station at ·274.6m elevati~. It was found 
·I . . iJ> • • • • 
that · .ther.e was no ·significant difference b~tween the number of sunshine 
hours recorded there and that 'recdrded ·at Seawell and Codringt;on. 4 The 
r.esultiiof tnis experiment appear . reliab~e since similar findings' 'have 
5 been ;eported from the .neigh~ouring island of Jamaica to the northwest . . 
~ 
6· 
D. Cloud Cover .- . -' 
' • 
Convectional type ~louds tend to predominate over the !~land of Bar-
bados. There are s~veral variations of 'these clouds which range from the 
relatively small amf shallow cwnu?,us~ humilis t:o the great aWTTUluo aongestus 
.,.s. \~ • 
and aumu~nimbus. Generally, cumulonimbus and cumulus congestus are more· 
frequently seen during the months of July to October and therefore show 
. 
rough correspondence with the ":let season. On the other hand,. the smaller 
cumulus humilis type_ tends to be a ~airly common sight during the normal dFY 
j)• 
season. ' It must be emphasized, however, that these are merely general 
tendencies observed over a period of years . 
' 4 • ' 
Personal co~unication with C'.C. Skeete, former Director of Agri-
culture, Ministry of Agriculture, Lind~ and Fisheri es. 
l 
5see The Climate of Ja~ica - First edition prepat:d by the Clima~ 
tology Branch · of the Jamaican Meteorol.ogical Service, 1973,, p. 62 • 
..... . ·, 
.. ' ~ 
. , , 
. ·· . 
,, , 
· ... 
'. · h 
. . 1 : . 
.. 
·I ... . 
• 
Although the island is small, it is often possible to find variations 
• 
in amount of .cloud from point to point. Fqr instance, data for the for-
mer climatological station at Codringto~, St. Michael, reveai that over 
the period 1931 to 1958, the monthly mean cloud amount was 5.4 oktas, 
ranging from a high of . 7.0 oktas .in 1950 to a low of 3.6 oktas in the· 
year !942. 
. . . . I 
Data from _!Jle National Meteorological Office at Seawell, 
Christ Church, on the other hand, show a mean .of 3 ~ 6 oktas, with 'the ,. . -
highest and lowest ~ean amounts being 5.5 and 2.8 ol{t.as in 1972 and .1949, · 
res~ctively. Figure 2 ·portrays the ·~ean 8:~Cal cloud amount of the two • 
st,ations. 
The slight difference in cloud amount recorded at these two stations 
can perhaps be attributed to differences in location and topoclimatic 
file tors. Codrington 57.9 metres above-sea-level, is located at app.roxi-
o 0 
mat ely latitude 13 08 ~N, longitude 59 36 1 W, while Seawell·· is situa·ted at 
latitude 1.3° 04 'N, longitude 59° 30 1W and is. very near to th~ southea~t 
coast. W.ind speed could also be an important factor. On the averag~· · 
wind speeds are lower at Codrington than at Seaw·(dl;. hence; these reduced 
·velocities ~ight easily favour a more rapid build up a~d format~ of cloud ~ 
at Codringto..i. 
It has been observed that clou~amounts .over Barbados ·are a~~st al-
way{ h:i.&'test during· the day and l()west at l)ight, especially between 6 p.m. 
and .2 a.m. ~a .general rule ~lauds also tend to build up more easily . 
. 6 
over the areas of higher elevation. At the same t;J.me, it has been found 
that clouds over the island often build up in 'cloud streets' and tend to 
6
see, for instance, Rocheford; op. cit~., p. 6 . 
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FIG. 2 
FLUCTUATIONS IN MEAN ~NNUAL CLOUD -AMOUr_,lT 
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9 
align themselves ·with the prevailing wind·. 
---
This apparently is a feature 
of cumulus development ia tropical. areas, ·but· so_ far no satisfactory ex-
planation has been advanced. It is s~eculated that this . ph~nomenon may 
be related-to t.he ~bou·ndary· . , :s.e· r . .' .f?t~tUl".· e o~ .t:e . c .. loud . and to w~n·cl · s~e-ed. 7 
~~~-E Wind· 
... -c.~~- · ·-
. f.~:t: .1 :~  · :Sin,ce B~J;bados i~ ~~tuated :~it .in the belt of .fh~ 'tr~pica_l ·. E~s~eil~e~ 
' • 
-.......... .~ -
. ·<:: ;_ . 
it fs most . fr_~~u~ntl,Y un~er . the . influ~nc~ of : :Wind, a blowing_. fi'~m., ~free tio~s 
: -. betw(!eil: east . and ~ast:.._north-east.· However ·, . there· are occasions when the. 
~ • I • , ' ' • • ,' ' • • • • • • I ' • ' • • • • I • :" ' ~ • ' • r •.. • 
winds bl~w . frpm ·other- :iiire-~tions . fC?r·· shor-~' pedod.s : For e~amJ)te· , dud.itg · 
Ap'ril an~~ ~y the ' directio~·. ~ft~n· ~hif'ts to · east.:..s:i.Jth.:..ea~·t, whereas . d~r1ng 
August o _November, especially with the approach· of s~oradic easterly waves, 
,) . 
'the pred~ inant ~irecd:on coulci. be -~outh-south-east or 'south. Again, it 
may be safel.y ·stated that .air flow is _:hard·ly south westerel'y ~· ·wester~Y . .' or.r 
. ~ . - . 
nbrth- ~esterly; the ' only oc·~asions ·on· which wind curr~nts blow .frol;ll thea~ · 
. ·. direc_tio,ns ~r~· duriilg· the passf]fS/ of cyclonic "d~~tu~banc;.es. ' - ·, .· 
Fo·i the . most part wind sp~eci!> ar~ l;li&be$t dux:_ing the .months .of Jailu~ry 
to J~ly and . ·lo~est froJil . Au~ust to Dec~b~r. This p~~~erri :is , appa~egtly · ·• 
'· . 
G ch,aJ;".acter~stic of- the whofe island.. This is · borne. ~~ ·by ·analysis Ot the 
data·· fx:~ . the. cli~aiolo~ical s~·at·~ons at ~odr.in;ton and SeaW.eil ~- Fo.~.· in- : 
' • • .• ' .I' ... •. • • .. • • . · -
·Stance, wind ~.~~ords . from Seawel! show that over ~he )4-year period . (1942-
~.,.... . ' ._ .. ~ ; .; 
1975) th~· mon~hs. ~anua~y. to July had 'a .~ean wind. spe~- ·of appt-oximately ' . 




. . . . ., 
Si,!nilarly ~ .the . means for Codringt.~n (1903.:.19.62)· were 
',• 
7Barry, ·itG._ and Chorley, R'~_J., AtmosP~ere, Wea ther and Climate, 'Jrd 
edition, Methuen, '1976, p: 282 . . 
. , -
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around 4.8 ms and 3.6-m~ , respectiv:ely. 
On occasions during the year, the tr.ades may slacken co.nsiderabiy 
and light variabl'e winds, sometimes virtu~l calms, Il\8Y be experienced·; 
. . 
.. . 
This occurs rather infrequently howevet:_; for usually mean daily wind . 
. '•. 
. . . . . ~1. 
velocitie~ · hardly drop __ below 2.5 ms . or 
' 1' : ' .. . . 
exceed 10 ms ~ . • _It . is· :i.mp~rt~mt · 
a •. ' , 
. . 
. . to point ou~,"though, ~·ha~ wh~n-the . isla;d's weather is bein~ ~ ~ffe.cted·: . 
rt.l . . . . . .0. • • •' • •• ' . • •• : ' 1 •• 
' '-" . . ' ... . · :;-, . . ' . . . .. . . .. . . ' ~· ' .. . . ,. 
. by e'asterly. "!~V~.S r~ ';r'opi,cal dep~e.ssions or other,: synopt·i~ . seal~ sys_tems, .. :·. ':· : 
· .. ·.-: .. 
.; : . · .. · 
. . · . . "_.· ---~·. " . .' : · : : ... -.. ·. ·-1 · ·. ::; .. . ' . .. . ::· . .. . · .,. ·· .;". ·: .·. 
short· gusts 'qi:J'hnally b_etween.- 13-20. me . • can' be reco.rde~ ~ : n·.· is' .estiinated . ' . . 
' . .. '· . . . .•· . . . . 
.. · ;~~r .. f~~ta~ce., ·that .dur.ing : 'phe ·p.as~.age 'a·: ~u'i~':i.cime 'Jartet:' . in ~eytem?~r · · .... ·· 
1 •. ' • ,· , , ' ' • ·· ·;_1· .-.: . . :· · . •. ·:. · •: . I · · ~- ' • ~I 
1955 ; ·wind ·:ve~~cities . eX~eedin~ ~Q-.iri.~ w~t~ ·recorded; before t}le. a).\ em-. ·:, 
ometers at Seawell and· ~9~~in~t.cin. f~'fied ~ · \ . ·. 
. . . - .. . . . 
. . 
. : 
F ~ · Atmo'spheri.c Pressure:·.· . I) 
' . fl . '· • • • t( 
. ' 
·..,. 
. Pressure of the atmosphere over Barbados tends to assume .much· the · 
. ·, '· . '· .. 
same teinpQral ._pa~tern as the ~dnd· regime. The data suggest p_osidve ·co_r-
-~ 11 . . . . . . 
. relation between' periods of higher wind speeds dn~ higher· air pressure and· 
1· ~. ' 
. . ' . .. . . . . ' 
.. lower wi~d _speeds and·. reduced ~ir pressure (exc~-~t: ~wii:l~ the. ~a~e. o'f 
tro~ieal sto'nlis . an( hurric'anes). Tpe · pfessure recorded· clearly· reveal s 
that' on av.erage, ·.higher pr.e·asur.e values ·persist during 'the first sev.e.n· . 
• ' : : .. ~ • • • \ ~ < • • ' , . 
months O.f the .year. but show a slight dec;.rease from ·August . to De·cemb~r; 
For example. the i~,l~nd·. ~ean air pres~ur.e f~r tn~ 'perio(f 1903:-1975 
v - .. • . . • . 
· (at mean sea level) during the ~onths January to July w~s 1013.6 milf:ibara, 
wber_eas. · it 'dropped ' .to ,-1012. 0 ~ilHbars ~or : the/ months· .of Atig4s~: .t:o December. 
• • • • • • ·.<;I ~ ' • ' • 
The high~st and io~e·s't mean mo.nthly values of· ptessu_re wex:e record~d. in 
~ . . 
the months of July ~nd November~ with_ 1014.1 and .. 1011.1 mill,.ibars., . re.,-· . 
.. , 
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C.q.inci4e ·roughli ·with th~ wet s~son arid dso·with the · no~mal· ' .hlJ.tri~ane .. 
.1. . .. . . .. ~ 
sea~m:i' . when . ili.cipff\l}t stq~ms and cyclonic di~t~rb~nces·~ ~ffect the islabd!:s -. · . 
. .. 
,.: ... . : . . 
. i: 
< 
.... ,· . :.-_ -~ : . 
·' 
. , 
weather. ·· , . . :.... .·.· .. 
. . . • .~~. mo~t' Part tb~ air P~··~u<e at »•~~~doa .~ldom &ceed. 1014 ; ~ ~ : • . . . . ; : 
millibars\ p\ f~lls ·b.e~~~ tooa_ ni:k'l:~ibars :; . :in fact~ .. th~ \sla"t:l<(~~an \-P~~-r ·> ~:· .= _ . - ·;. · ''f ~ 
',... .- .. ·' \~\- ~_ -.. -· . . · . .- :< .... - -.~.- · ... ··:: . __ :_ ' · .. . ·.· · '_ · ,;-: · · ·. ;.:.: .. : ... .. ' ·.· .. -- . .. . ·.·, 
_ ... ·· ._.· .·.:. · .~11e:\ 7~-y~a~te~e~.~~-~-_ ap~r~xit)la_e·~l~ .. ~ol~ ~ o : ~~l~~~a~s;·_ ~~c~: .1~·:·-~~t . ~is:~> :·;. \: :.- >: .. _ ..  --?~,=; 
. _.-. _. .. . . .. fic.ant1y · ciifferent ;from-~I?e :._ Jan~~r~ ·t:o July. mean;:'~· .Ho~e~e-r:~ wheq . f:rQp~·af<" :. ·_··. . . :J._. 
~. : ~-~ . ··: '' • , ·:.· :'· .· : ~ : .-.·::· · ~ . ' :. ;_-·:,· ~: . . ~: .: ... ·.~ · · . . ~~- · ... .. . : . . . ·;~ · . ... _._:_ · :. ~: .. · ·: ~ . . _: .. ~ . ..... > .-~· .. . 
· ·! · · · . . ~epress~ons~ · $tor~8 , o.x,: . ~urr_i'cane~· · pass - clos~: by ·or. dir-~~tl.y :, _over:: tlie ; : : _. · .• . .-: · ... ··_-:· ~j · . 
.. , ··, ... ' ... .. .. ·;: .: ·- · ~ - .... ... ··.-:. :.·:·:·,-;.-: ··_ .: .--> , ..... ·· ... .. :_. · .· _. · .. -.:· ·.: .· a· -- _ · · . ·· .. · ··.- 'i 
' ' ·. ·,. J. ... iflla_~d_, air pressure·_ ~J:ght jlun~e to -a.~ '1Qw :as _ 98ll'.~ Jili;llibats •.. It :. s~~s •.· .. . . '. -. ,\-:' 
,· . 
..:., . 
· ... ···· -
- lai•~~ : ev~e~t. ~~.r~·:•• . t~·~ a1~rio ~+i jl .. ~~-~ fl~~t·~i~~n: ·.f~ .' ~~ :' . ,. •··•· . : · . t . 
- ~ 1arg~·~gree ;~itrJ.~~t~bi~ t6 ~he ' i~fi~eikce: of synqptic_ 'seal~ d:Ls·~~~bances; _ : · .. ~ : .... ,;:_. :. 
. . ;.~ · - ~· · . -~. . . .- · .... ... . . .. .  ~ 1 .~.. :~r··~ . 
the degr~e of fluctuation. w;LU vary : a~Jlually. . "' ..- ·. . .- ! .'. 
- ' • ' L ' ' • ' ' .. ,:~ , .. . •1' •' 
' · -, I . • . I . · ·, .. . : ': : ~; • , - . :- · · ' ·_'-![· 1 
. . -G._ .Rebati~.e H~tn~~-i~y . · ~:' . • . >> __ .. _ ·_:· ;·' ·./ :<_:< ·.- - v~·· 
. ¥might be expe~~~: , ~-e · teiat_iV:~ :~u:m~dit!' · v_a~ue_i3_ a~e · :r:~l~tiv_~l-~ ·_· ;.-· .. '"< : .. "< )~· '. \ 
• ' . : I " ' . ~. ' ' Q •• ' •• ' • • "' • • ' •• .. (' • I . . ... ·~ . • • ' ' 't .. ; -~ \ 
constapt :i:hrot~:ghou~ -tJle· year,- ~ut 'mean ·lllontply · vat~uis :t:end"·to ~ncre':\8~ · . .- .:. . . '- ::' ·.-::: ' -r~ 
~udn~.-- t~e· _mo~~h.s ·: j~l:'~ -~~ -~~&~}>e~~~-~r :. · }o~~-e~~~ly_~ ;m~-n~hlJ... ~~~~ :_v~l~~-~:': _ ':_.-:---.· ·. _; ' . ~f''/·-1_:. 
o( re~a~;1-~e :humi'di,!={ show -~ ·_ s~~g~~: ·-b.~~- ~otic~~ble : ~l"~c':"~.se . 4uring_ ~-t~~ fi~~t •. / ·. ·;:-:. ·, :·t ... 
· · ··. halt of .''th~ ie~~.. The-~e .. ;ei:~~a: 6f · b~s~<a_n~ :· ·red~cecl,- .~ean ·humidity v~~ues ".:-. :: . . ·. ·. >-J . · 
- . · ·corre~pond clo~~y w!th ~h~ · a~~~Y ~~f·i~~- ~e~·- ·ana - d-~y -. ~~~~n~; \ence; :it ',. __ :_ :~ -_ :-:- ~ :· 1·> · · 
·. ' . . . - . ... . . . . . - ·, . ·-- . . . .., . i~ not S!Jrpds.:I,ng' to f.ind t;.hat' 'the · ~1-~~d exhibits ,this · sort ·:of .patte-rn in ."· .·. · · ·.-. '~ .. . 
. , . . ~ . ~· . >· · . . ,, . . . . : .': .... '\· ·.·· . · .. ~ .· ~ .-. !: ~.J .. ~;. ·~ .. ~. 
d.tshuinidityregime. · , · . . ·· · · : . . ·, :: - .- .. , · - ;~ · -
. '· M~an, ~el~t~~~ h~i~itY, .ci~ta 1_~9~-. ~~~ingt?~ -- ~n~ . S~awell -~t~~~~~~:--~~~~ -· -v · :· >··: : ~: ~ ·::· : '-
, • • •• • l ' ••• • .:~. : •• ·.... • • • • .'. . • • •• • • ,"· . • • • • • .• :·6 .·.· ,· ·. . . '.·· ... ... ::., ;, 
tbat· over· .. the p'eriod-~of .record, · t}:lere was ·a ' mean anruial ··yalue of 40% and .. · . · _?;-:. 
o ' • • ' • , • ' I ' o . ·~ ~ • • ' • ' • • ~ •• • ' • ' • ..J ' • •• ' ' 
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12 
76%, respectively ; 9 The mean monthly 
·' \ /---
relative humidity for t' months 
January to May at Codrington was only 687. but fbcreased to 73% (rom 
June to December. Similarly, at Seawell, the January to May mean was 70%, 
wher'eas a mean value of 787. was recorded for the other months of the year. 
It might be noted that although the annual reg:bnes are similar, t he mean 
values of relative humidity are aoout 3% higher at Seawell' than ·at Cod-
\ rington. It has already been pointed ·out that Codrington is a relatively 
low-lying station about· 3 kilometres or so inland from the coast; because 
of this there is a slight reduction in moisture content of the air at that 
. sc;Ji~ion . 
.. ..; .· 
.. 
... 
Humidity is a climatic parameter which is known to be highly tempera-
ture-d~pendent; usually other variables held c onstant, the warmer the air, 
the greater its moisture content. For this reason, maan annual air tern-
,, 
perature and mean annual relative humidity values for the two stations 
were correlated statistically. In the case of th.~ Codrington data the 
correlatiqn coefficient (r) was +0.65 whereas a slightly higher coefficient 
+0. 68 was calculated from the Seawell data. When the Stu.dent 't -t test ' 
was applie d, these value s wer e found to b e sign i.f i cant a t the . 01% l e vel . 
By extension. it might be concluded that given t he annual regimes exhibited 
in the various climatic parameters discussed above, one coul:d also 'expect 
relatively high correlation between humidity and wind and air pressure. 
Fig. 3 gives some idea of the relat ionship betwe en mean humid~t:y and pres-
sure fluctuations for Seawell and Codrington. 
9
codringtoo. data cover the years 1931-64, whereas Seawell data spa n 
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Rainfall is the only cltmatic variable which reveals any substantial 
spatial variation in amount over Barbados (see figure 4). The mean annual 
rainfall total for the island as a whole is approximately 1397-1524 mm. 
However, this value can hardly give an accurate assessment of temporal 
variations in rainfall over the island; for in s~e yea~s the mean annual 
rainfall total is significantly higher while· in others the value is ap; 
preciably lower. 
~ . 10 
Data from seven carefully selected stations will serve to substan-
tiate this (see fig. 5). For instance, over the period which the data 
cover the mean annual total rainfall varied from as low as 1136.7 mm. at 
Central Station; Bridgetown,to as high as 2153.9 mm. at Lion Castle, St . 
Thomas. Table 1 below gives the mean annual rainfall totals from the 
seve n stations for their respective period of record. Dut a more meaning-
ful index of .tempor al variabil ity is the coefficient of variation; -this 
~ 
index was calculated for each of the selected stations and ranged from _ 
20.9% to 74%. Barbados rainfall is such a highly variable paPameter tero-
po~ly that: a look at Table 2 reveals that in every case, the ('.oef'ficient 
of variation exceeds ?0%. I 
It has been found that areas which record .. the h i ghest rainfall totals 
also have the lowest coefficient of variation. This again is borne out to 
. ·" 
a larg'e extent by the data from the s even stations selected (see tables 1 
and 2). Similarly, the normal dr y season ·months tend to have far higher 
t 



























Altitude Period of 
Record 
6,5m v 1900-68 
30.5m 1900-75 
















Variation of Annual Rainfall for Seven Selected Statio;s 
Location Coefficient of 
.t. Variation 
--
13°05' N. ·sgo 36 'w 74.0% 
13°08'N, 59°29'W 66.5% 
13°15-'N, 59°37 'W 30.4% 
13°12'N~ S9°33'W 54.7"1. 
13°ll'N, 59°37'W 49.9"1. 
13°11 'N 
. . 59°,35'\ol 20.9% 
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variability coefficients than those of the wet season. In fact, one re-
cent study has shown that dufing the dry season the coefficient of varia-
tion for most sta,J:ions on the island exceeds 60%, whereas the index never 
exceeds 35% during the normal wet season months. 11 
Topography and altitude are also known te> exert some influence on 
the amount tlind distribution of .rainfall over Barbados. In fact, so dis-
tinctly marked is this influence that a three-zone rainfall classification~ 
based on altitude, ' has been proposed for the i.sland. ':'there ' is a 'low 
, ' ' 
rainfall · zone' under 61 metres above-sea-l~vel, which receives. betwe·en 
1117.6- i447 .8 nun., a . 'med.ium zone' t:fbov'e .61 metres but under 244 ·metxes 
tl 
which receives between 1473.2 - 1981.2 mrn. and a 'high rainfall zone' :. 
• 12 
above 244 metres which receives a mean annual total exceeding 2006.6 mm. 
JB 
Usually, the greater the elevation of a station, the higher is its mean an-
-~ 
nual rainfalL Hence, owing to the elevation factor, the cen-
tral districts of the island generally tend to receive higher rainfall 
totals than other areas. This spatial disparity in rainfall receipt can 
be attributed partly to the direct effect 'Of the trade winds blowin:g from 
the east and .east-north-east in association with altitucJ't!,. 
Altogether, .at least 65% of the annual 'rai~fall falls durin,& the normal 
wet season~ leaving only 35% at most for the other ~;>art of the year· ~ 
'v . . . . 
The ·extent to which this is demonstrated \~ Barbados data is quit e re-
-~ -. 
markable. Taking the wet · season as extending fr,om June to . November, care-
11 0 Lirios'i J.F. and Farnum, F.c. ~ A Rainfall Study for Barbados, 
Part 2. Maps of Isopercental Values and Relative. Variability of Rainfall, 
1937-70, Caribbean Meteorological lnst_itute, 1972. 
12 Rouse, ·~t.R . ~ Moisture Balance of Barbados and its Influence on 
Sugar Cane Yields. - unpublished M.Sc. thesis, McGill University, 1962, p.55 • 
/ 
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Table 3 
Re1ative Seasonal Amounts of Rainfall as a Percentage of Annual Total 
Station Dry Season % 
Central 30.6% 
.,_) 
Dist.r'ict 'C' 27.9% 
District 'E' 31.8% 
\: District 'F' 32.0% 
" Hole to-wn 28.5% 
Lion Castle 29·.3% 
Searles 29.7% 
' ---~ __ . , .. .:__ .. ~ - -·- ·-
'• •.· . ·\ . ..:::,:_ ·, ' . 
,. :;,-: ... · -. . ~ . . 
.. 




















ful analysis of the .rainfall data for all selected stations shows that 
mean wet season rainfall ranged from approximately 68-72% expressed as 
a percentage of the mean annual rainfall total. ~able 3 above give~ the-
relative seasonal a~ounts o( r ainfall for the seven stations calculated 
•• a percentage of the nnnual~al. 
The climate of Barbados then may be described as equable with 
sl't variation . . With the exceptio: of rainfaJ_l, there is hardly any 
substan_tial annl!Jal variation demon~trated in t;he various climatic para-
! 
meters. Topography and altitude almost totally .determine any climatit 
variation between differ~nt locations. on the island; these controls are 
especially deterninant in 7he case of' rainfall and cloud cover . 
. 
Yet climate, no matter how equable i.t may seem, is never invariant. 
# 
Climates at a11 latitudes have shown fluctuation!" from time to time, 
a 
though the tate and direction of change have var1.ed spatially over dif-
' ferent time periods. The .climate of Barbados is no exception in this 
respect. For it is against this background that the variations, rhythms, 
periodicities, if any~ and trends in the island's climatic data will be 
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Data and Methodology \..-· 
The present study focuses on three main alms: (i) to identify 
"-f' 
long-term fluctuations and trends in Aelected climatic parameters for 
Barbados since 1900; (ii) to establish the degree and rate of change in 
frequency of selected syn.opti~ scale weather systems, namely (a) tropi-
' 
• \ ._;-
cal depressions · and storms (b) hurricanes (c) local convectional (thunder) 
.storms; (iii) to ~ompare and relate th~se fluctuations to (a) postulated 
hemispheric changes and (b) to other low-iatitude · climatic fluctuations 
and circul~tion changes which have recently been observed. Therefore, 
' it is primarily with these. objectives in mind that the methodology out-
lined below was chosen. 
A. Data Collection 
There are two stations on the island f'rom which data on temperature, 
pressure, 1o1ind, sunshine, relative humidity a_rd cloud amount were avail-
13 
able. 14 These are Codrington Climatological Stati.on and {lawell, the 
21 • . 
/ island's national weather office. Wind, temperature and barometric pres-
sure data were available for Codrington Station from 1903-1960, humidity 
\ 
from 1931-1%4, cloud amqunt from 1931-1958 and sunshine hours from 1937-
. \. 
1960. \ Dat from Seawell for all the above paramet-ers do not extend !18 
fa·r back in t e as those for Codrington and . only cover- the period lt_2-
1975. 
BAll ata collected as monthly and annual means. 
14
cod ngton Station ceased operation at the end of December 1969. 
It should f rther be noted that there is no evidence of inhomogeneHy in 
any of the a ove weather parameters at the two stations. 
' ' ,,. 







These weather data from both stations were compiled following 
standard meteorological procedure. For instance, the mean monthly 
temperature data. were calculated as: 




and· mean sea level pressure, humidity," wind and cloud d·ata were com-
puted as the average of readings .taken at successive three-hourly in-terval~, namely ·oo, 03, 06, 09, 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2100 hours G·~~ 
It has already been shown in chapter 1 tbat with the exc·eption of rain-. 
?an there is no significant spatial variation exhibited by these p~r~-
\;1 
meters over the island. When these data for Codrington. and Seawell were 
computed over the same period of years (1942-1960), hardly any difference 
could be found between in~ividual values for th.e tyo stations. As a 
matter of fact., the mean annual values of -temperature, pressure, humidity 
~ . 
and sunshine tended to be very similar in both instances (see Appendix 1). 
Hence, the weather data for the two stations were averaged and the values 
derived taken as the island mean. 
Since one of the main aims of the research was~e identification· ; . 
of long-term trends in weather data, it was decided that only rainfall 
stations with at least fi.fty years of rainfall data would be used in the 
analysis. There are pres.ently.some f orty-eight ~r~ary . ra~all stations 
on t'he island, but of these"'only eighteen met the above criterion .. 
I 
The gauge sites at these e ighteen stations were visi_ted and assessed 
...--
in the context of ~tandards laid down by the World Meteorological Organi-
zation in 1971.15 Eleven of the -stations were further eliminated because 
15 See Guide to Meteorological I ns trument and Observing Practices. -
WMO. No. 8, TP. 3, 1971, Geneva , Switzerland, Cha pter 7 . 
~;- ... - .. -· ... . --.-.---- --:--..---:-·~ : 
' ' I .t;: ' 
. -~ . ) . 
of (i) inadequate siting of gauges (ii) frequent shifts in the loc~tion 
h. 
of gauges and (iii) .several long periods of missing records in the data 
sets. The seven remaining stations (all of which were used in the study) 
• 
along with their respective periods of record, approximate altitude and 
mean rainfall are listed in Table 1. 
· All rainfalr data were m.ade available from' the records kept at the 
·Caribbean Mete~rologica1 Institude, St .• James, Barbados. Data for a~i 
other weather .v~riablel), including tJ\e monthly total number of rain days 
• • 
--._;,----...,E'M....t~e of the sample stations were ~btained · from the M~teorol~gidtl , 
. . . ~
Office at Seawell Airport. Locally, a 
duri~ which at least 0.25 mm . .of rain is recorded. 
Data on the frequency of tropj.cal storms, .hurricanes and local con-
I 
vectlonal storms were also collected . These were extracted from the 
·-
. . 16 ·. 17 ;. 
re:cords compiled by C .c. Skeete, 1.963 and 1973 and from files supplied 
:, . , . 
by the .Meteorological. Office. These dat_a cover the per-iqd 190().-1975 ex-
. ' . . . 
cept i~ the case - q~ · 1ocal convectional storms whose data period ends at 
~ 1970~ 
. . 
B. _ Methodologica1 Proc.edure 
B.efoTe any form o£' statistical analysoJ:s WaS attempted all 'raw' 
data; including raj.nfall, were key-punched, stored on magnetic t:ape and 
.plotted b:( an IBM/System 370 computer. 'The programme used fbr p1otti~g 
• 16 . Skeete. ·op. cit., pp. 28-36. 
17 . . 
Skeete. C.C., The weather in Barbados 1961-1970. Supplement to 
an Historical Description of the Weather of the. Is1and of Birrbados, West 
.{ndies During the ·Period 1901 to 1960. Barbad()Jl dov' t Pr:f.~ting Offfice • . 
973, pp. 6-8. The writer has been as·s·ured, through personal collinunica-
tion with'Mr. C.C. · Skeete , that the .methods ·and criteria ,used for iden~i­
fying these phenomena remained homogeO:eous · for the entire period • 
' • . -~! ·. ~ • • : . 
. .....-- --~-_: · ' . . ·.--. "'"-:-:-:-~- -- -
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was designed by California Computer Products lncor~orated (CALCOMP) in 
June 1968 and wr~tten in FORTRAN G. level language)'. It utilizes the 
I 
CALCOMP off-line pen-pl?tting system. This was do~e i.n order to achieve 
I, 
a graphic portrayal of,the nature of the temporal /. and spatial variations 
. I 
In view of objective .<(i) above, the methof of plotting moving 
I rep~esented in the data sets (see App~nd~x Ht. 
' 
averages .was employed; to ... : smoot!t~ .th~ or;tgina data series. Basicaily, 
this technique eliminates the ):apid, sho-rt eriod. rando~ osc~pa~ioq.s 
' <" 
in tpe data set so tbat the ·longer .per.io .· variations can be' re_adily iden-
tified. Tl}is technique is widely use cl i matic ~hange. 
It has been employed, for · i~atan , by such workers as Callendar {1.954), 
d John·son ·(1959 
The application of the technique is simple and so too are tl1e com-
putations involved. 
. (I 
Given any set of val.ues x1 , x2 . . •• X0 in a time 
series, a Z-period moving average is defined by a sequence of arithmetic 
means thus: 
z z z 
xn+l-z + xn+2-z + .. .. '' .xn 
z 
Five and t en year moving averages w~re computed for mean annua l values 
of temperature, p~essure, z::elative humidity, wind~ sunshine~ cloud amount 
. '. 
.,~ -~· ~-·-· - .. ' 
... ;!,~- ·~~ ... -~>·. ~'::'~-·~.: ~·:·: .. ·_:. '.· .. ;~· . .  , . 




. ' ~ \. 
. 
.... ... ...... --:__--;_;. 
' . 
.. •:' . ~ '' . 
. . ;f) . 
and total annual r~in days. Where monthly data were u-sed, as in th~ case -
of rainfall for the· seven sample stations~ five • ten. ~rid .i:wenty' ·month 
. -~ . . 
periods fome,d .the b~~is_ f?r .c,omputation of these averages. These sped-
fiC: .'nioving aver~ge . p~riods were. chose~ in orde~ to suppress the amplitude· . . 
·' · , .· ' . 
of the .kno~·. se~~orial · ~~-d · a~~uB.l vat'iation.s alll.~dy 'd:i_scu~sed · ~n chapb~~ 
1. . The ne~~· .smoo'thed \i~~a ~~que~ces 'were ~l~o .tra~afe~r~d· to :. ~~~-~ :.:a~~ · .· 
' •' . . . .. . ' . . . . . ~ 
·,. 
:plotted. 
. ··. ~ . : 
~ ·,. 
means eXtracted from · th~:·~oving averages calcula.ted; This. teat . was . p~r:., . 
. . 
formed' in· order to determ~ne· whetheJ: or no~ there was any significant 
. . . 
difference bet~een t 'l\e m'~n;·.:ra·~nfal:l of spe~iti~ ~luctuatto·n periods~ 
t). 
The test knowr:t· as the. Student·' a .t ·· is an index wl)ich proy.ide·s a measure 
of the relationship betweeh the. d'if f erence between the means and . the 
. . .. . . 
. 18 ' 
standard error .of this difference.· li: is. performed by applying the. 
f~rmula: 
:· . 
,. . . 
t. = (a - b) 
~ 4 + .. 2 
a ab 
· B 
-- -n . n. . 
· ·B D . 
wher·e.a, b are the means of'sampl~s a and b respec~ively~ 
.. 2 .. 2· 0 • 1 
a a ' 0'~ represent the variance pf 'the two samp es ' 
., · . 
and ~ ~i~resent the· s:ize. of, the samples a and b, respecti:~el~· · 
.· The .level of significance ,.of the indeX for t; · so deri.v'ed: ·;l.s detez:mined -~y · 
.. ,. . .. 
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18' ' • . - . 3 ' d .. Gregory, S. , Statistical Methods apd ~he peographer • ~ngl'llan, r ·. ·: ... - · .,.. . ._· . 
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freedom (see chapter 4). 
The met!Jod of integral-difference curves was· employed in the ana-
lysis of the mean annual rainfall data. This involves the calculation 
of residuals between individual values and population means, which are 
successively cumulated an~otted. This technique is . espec i ally use-
ful for analysing long-te~ trends in variables which tend to fluctuate 
rapidly through time. Fur~her, although the resulting graphs do·not 




onset and endiqg of fluctuations and provide ' good measure of. the 
. ' 
relative ra'te of change of trend. Integral-difference .cu~ves were used 
19 ~y Kraus ·in a' st~dy ~f secular ~hangea of tropical rainfall and more 
20 
recently by Batta~ov who ~tudied long-term fluctuations of precipi-
tation ... n tbe U.S.S.R. 
The procedure adopted•by Battalov was clos~ly followed in the com-
• putation of these residu•als. Residual value s (K) were derived from the 
expression: 
~ 
where Q. 'fs the rainfall for the i th year o'f record, 
't. t? r. 
and 
Q is the long-term mean, 
av 
a is a Correction factor computed from: ..... 
,. 
19Kraus, E. B., ''Secular Changes of Tropical Rainfall Regimes," 
Quart. J . R~y. Me~. Soc . , 81, 1955, pp. 198-210. 
..• :-
20 . Battalov, F.Z . , Long-term Fluctua~ians of Atmospheric Precipita-
tion and Computa tion of Precipita tion Ave·r ag es, T~ans . from Russian by 
A. Barouch, edited oy .~. Greenberg - I s rael Pr ogram for Scientif ic Tran s . 
_,_ 
Ltd., 1971. . .... 
26 
; . 
a ~(~ 1) 1 ~v 
. n 
where n is the number of years in the data set. The· correction factor 
(a) is applied so that the totals of positive ~nd negat•ive deviations. 
from the mean are equalized. Hence, this"has t~e _effect of making the 
i 1 ' i h ' h 1' 21 curves symmetr ca w t resRect tot e mean 1.ne. 
The relationship over the period 190Q-l975 between rainfall and 
all oth~r weather variables was: investigated. Essentially, this was 
done ~n an at.empt to determine the best combination of weather varia-
bles to which the long-te~ variance in rainfall at different locations 
in space could be attributed. It was felt .that this type of analysis 
could throw some light on the possible causes of long-term fluctuations 
on the island. It 'NaB employed to" help to determine which specific 
weather variab.les, over the period of study, appear to be most closely 
, 
associated with rainfall fluctuations at individual locations. Canoni-
cal correlation was~ therefore, selected as the most appropriate ana-
l 
lytical device. Basically, canonical analysis describes the inter-
correlation between two variable sets. In the case of the Barbados 
· data, the first var:iabl~ .set (the criteria variables) comprised".monthly 
rainfall totals for the seven sample sta.tions, while mean monthly tem-
perature, mean sea leve~ pressure, wind speed,. sunshine, relative humid-
ity an:d ~loud amo~nt constituted the variables of the second set (t.he 
predictor variables), 
, 
21 Battalov, op. cit., p. 10. 
. . 
f. ~ - , -..,.-~--
·· · . ' 
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l 
The app}-ication of the technique and the associated mathematical 
22 
model are explained by Cooley and Lohnes . Given any set of p pre-
dictor variables and q criteria variables, the super matrix Y of order 
(p + q) may be subdivided into four S\lhmatrices so that: 
-y Y11 I Y12 
I 
---,----
y 21 1 Y22 
I 
where y11 is the matrix of~inter-correlations between the p predictor 
variables, 
y22 is the matrix of inter-correlations between the q criteria · 
variables, 
\. y12 is the matrix of inter-correlations between the p predictor 
and q criteria variables, and 
y21 is the transpose of matrix y 12 
These submatrices are then substituted into the ~quation. 
-I - 1 
(y22 Y21 y ll Y12 - /..i I) f\ = O 
.- 23 
where }. . are the latent roots 
1-
I is an identity matrix 
and B· is the characteristic vector associated with the latent roots 1- • 
~ 
of the criteria variables computed from: 
-1 
y22 Yzl -A I = 0 
22 Cooley. W.W. and Lohnes, P.R., Multivariate Procedures for 
the Behavioral Sciences, Wiley; ~ew York, 1962. 
23
rhe latent root indicates the size of the patterns which are 
common to the two sets of data. 
- · ',. ,·, 
.. 
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' Similarly, the corresponding vector associated with the predictor 
~ariables is calculated from: 
a. 
1-
The coefficients ~. and 6. are computed in order to achieve the best 
1- '!-
correlation estimate between the canonical variates . The canonical 
correlation (R ) between the ith pa i r of composites is the square root 
c . 
., 
of the ith latent .root or ~- The first canonical coefficient 
'!-
determined always shows the strongest correlation between the two sets 
of variables. All other coefficients portray progressively weaker and 
possibly lesser important telationships. 
The canonical correlates were also tested for significance. This 




(l - x . >. 1- J 
f 
q < p 
The X 2 distribution wi th pq degrees of f r eedom is rela t ed to A thus: 
l' = - ~- 0. 5 {p + q + J.U log/' 
The level of significance of ~he index thereby .derived may then be 
determined by applying x2 tables. It may also be used as a means of test-
ing the pyll hypothesis (H ) tha t the p variates are not r elated to the · q 
0 . 
variates. 
"" Since long data sequences were used in t~is instance, altogether(in-
co.rporating some 13 different v~riables, ex~essive math_f.~tical computa-
r.' ~ 
tions were involved. As a result, the data set s, ·were ·.arranged and 
·;, - ·. ~ 0 •• • • : . 











coded to meet the specifications of a computer package programme designed 
to perform canonical analysis. 
Q 
In this regard two separate decks of v 
punched cards were used. On the first set all monthly rainfall data for 
the seven s'ample stations were key-punched, while the other deck contained 
co~responding monthly values for t~mperature, pressure. wind speed, rela-
tive humidity, sunshine hours and cloud amount. The progra~ w~ pre-
pared by the. University of Alberta, Division of Educational Research 
S~rvice Computer Program Documentation, August, .1969. It is written in 









Fluctuations and Trends in Climatic Parameters Since 1900 
A. Global-Temperature Trends 
There is substantial evidence to show that there has been marked 
variation in global climate and certain identifiable trends in various 
.\.. 
climatic p~ameters from earliest civilization to the present. With i n 
recent tLmes :limatologists have focussed much attention on this subject 
and have found varying rates and directions of change both spatially and 
~~ temporally. Consequentfy, an extensive literature has b~en bui~d up 
I 
around the subject. ' The work of researchers, such as Lamb (1966), Kraus 
(1955 and !958), Bryson (1974) and Kalnicky (1974), are merely a few 
examples. .. 
In most of these studies, however, workers have tended to concen-
trate on analysing variation and'change in only a few climatic variables, 
usually air temperature, precipitation or atmospheric pressure. This 
practice has obvi~us shortcomings; for these are not al l the variables 
which make up the sum total of climate. It is here contended, therefor e, 
that any study which sets out to analyse climatic fluctuations should 
.. 
·embrace as wide a spectrum of variables as possible. In this chapter 
an attempt will be made to identify fluctuations and trends in various 
weather parameters recorded a t Barbados. These variables include air 
temperat~-re, atmospheric pressure and wind velo~ity from 1903-1975·; rela-
tive humidity and cloud amount from 1931-1975; and hours of sunshine 
duratioD between the years 1937- 75. One notable ex~usion from this 
list is rainfall; since thi s var iable exhi bitg such gr eat variation bo t h 
31 
\. 
' ~ .. 
~· .. 
:i.n time "and space, it will be analysecJ separately in the next chap'ter. 
It has been postulated that there was a global increase in air 
temperature from about the late nineteenth century to about 1940 and a 
cooling trend since then to the present. 24 • For instance, Lysgaard has 
shown that the increase represent~d 'a rise of approximately 0. 6°C dur-
• ing this period; a finding which was later substantiated by Lamb and 
2S 26 Johnson. At the same time, Longley found a trend of rising tempera-
tures for the whole of Canada .from 1900 to 1946, after· which period the 
western half of the country experienced a cooling trend. .Similarly.-
27 ~ubinshstein . in a detailed analysis ·of climatic changes in the. U.S.S.R. 
found a warming trend from about 1880 which culminated in the western 
part of the country around 1930 but in other areas continued up to as 
late as 1950. 
.. 
To some extent there seems to have peen some duplication of these 
postulated te~perature trends in some low latitude regions as well. As 
~ 
J.M. Mitchell put ~it, 
" ••.• the tropics have shared in the secular warming of the past 
century as well as in a tendency for cooling since the 1940 1 s••28 
24 Lysgaard, L. , "Recent Climatic Fluctuations" - Folia Geographies 
Danica, 5, Copenhagen, 1949, pp. 20-34; 
25 Lamb, H. H. and Johnson, A. I., "Climatic Variations· and Observed 
Changes in the General Circulation", Geog~afiska Annaler, XLI, 1959, 
pp. 94-133. 
26 Longley, R.W., Proceedings, Toronto Meteorological Conference 
Royal Meteorological Society, 1953, pp. 207-211. 
27Rubinshstein, E.S., On Changes of Clfmate in the USSR During Recent 
Decades; in A.I. Voeikov and the Cont~porary Problems in Climatology, 
Canadian Meteorological Branch Trans. no. 3, - Hyd~omet Pub, House, 1959, 
pp. 123-174. 
28Mitchell, J.M., On the Worldwide Pattern of Secular Temperature 
Change; •in Changes of Climate, Proceedings of the Rome Symposium Organized 
bY UNESCO and the World Meteorological Organ!zation, l963, p. d62 • 
I • , ~ .  -~ .. - · ..... -;--· 
•.·· 
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.; 
One study undertaken in 1963 suggests that there might have been signi-
ficant changes in temperature at Algiers and the Northern Sahara region 
during the twentieth century. For example, the study reveals that dur-
0 ing the period 1921-1931 there was an increase of approximately 0.9 c -
.~ 29 
1°C over the.means of the period 1902-1~20. Another study conducted 
30 by Hofmeyr and Schulze shows that at stations O'Kiep and Cape Town 
· in South Africll. there was an annual temperature increase of nearly 0. 3°C 
between 1901 and 1930,.after which the trend conti_nued but at a much re-
duced rate. these trend~ have also been identified in areas in and 
·around the Tropical Atlantic. It was noticed that there was an overall 
T rise in air_temper~ture from 1880-1899 to 1940-1949, despite minor flue-
•., . . 
tuations which did not, in any way, conceal the trend. But more reveal-
ing than the trend itselt was the spatial variation exhibited within thi.s, 
trend. In areas north of the equator t~ere was a cooling tendency in 
earlier decades, a minimum between 1910 and 1919, and then an increase 
which apparently levelled ~ff in the .decade 1940 to 1949; in the south 
west the temperature was found to rise steadily from 1900 to 1909, but 
thereafter fluctuated haphazardly up to 1940. In the south eastern 
29Dubief, J., · contributio~ to the of Climatic Changes During 
the Period Covered in Northern 
Africa; in Chan es of Climate. Pro eedin s of the Rome S osium Or an-
ized by UNESCO and the World Meteo plogical Organization, 1963, pp~ 751 
79. ..;. . \.. . . ; 
30 ·\ ' Hofmeyr, W.L. and Schulze, B •• , T~perature and Rainfall Trends 
in South Africa During the Pel:'iod o-f Meteorological Records; in Changes 
of Climate. Proceedings of the Rome Symposium Organi~ed by UNESCO and 
the World ~eteorolog~sal Organization, 1963, pp. 81- 85 . 
.. . , -.·--... -;:- -"'; · .,.._.-~~.·~ .. : · · · ~. · ·· · ,.~-·~· .. .... 






portion of the region, however, there was simply a steady temperature ~ 
' 3 I increase from the 1880's to around 1939. 
B. Temperature 
In order to assess the rate and general direction of fluctuations 
and trends in the Barbados temperature data, fJve and ten year moving 
averages were plotted for mean annual values from 1903 to 1975. It was 
decided that two sett of moving average; ihould he plotted for these data as 
a means of checking whether the initial s oothing process might have been 
the cause of any apparent but unreal trends. This procedure was suggested by 
d k .. 32 . d h b . 1 d b k . h Dzer zeevs ~~ an as een emp oye y many wor ers s1.nce t en. _ 
. 
It is interesting to note that the two temperature graphs in figure 
6 reveal an almost identical pat'tern. Altogether there were about seven 
distinct periods a{ fluctuation thus: 
I 
(i) a small but steady increase of approximately 0.3°C between 1903 
and 1920; -• 
(11) an intensific·~~ion of ,this upward trend during the decade 1921-
1929; ' .. 
(iii) a decrease between 1929 and 1937 causing temperatures to be 
sU,ilar to what they were tluring the first two decades after 1900; 
(iv) maximuJD warming between 1937 and 1949 at a rate greater than at 
any other period; 
(v) in th~ years 1950 to 1959 there was a small but definite decrease; 
31 Brown, P.R., Climatic Fluctuation Over th& Ocean and in the Tropical 
Atlantic; in Changes of Climate. Proceedings of the Rome Sympo~ium Organ-
ized by UNESCO and the World Meteorological Organization, 1963, pp. 109-123. 
32 ~ Dzerdzeevskii, B.L., Fluctuations of General Circulation of the At-
mosphere and Climate in the Twentieth Century; in Changes of Climate. Pro-
ceedings of the Rome Symposium.,qrganized by UNESCO and the W~rld Meteoro-
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(vi) temperatures rose again fr9m the late 1950's to the late 1960's, 
but never reached as high as the 1945-50 maximum; 
(vii) from the late 1960's to 1975, a slight temperature decrease 
became evident. 
It should be noted that the general trends observed in the Barbados 
temperature data seem to conform fairly well with patterns detected by 
other workers in high-latitude regions as well as in 'other. ' lo~-lat;:.itude 
are(\B .. It appears, too,. tba.t the onset and ending of these trends in 
the low-l~tudes have tended to lag somewhat behind 'higher latitude 
areas. · Irt the 'tropics, the major perlod of warming (i.e. the 1940' a) ap-
pears to, have started.about twenty to forty ye~rs later than in the ~id­
latitudes, whereas it continued foF about.ten. to fifteen years after the 
so-called coating trend set in in those latitudes. In the case of Bar-
bados, the ~ajor warming period started sometime in the late 1930's or 
early 1940's when temperatures remained almost consistently above the 
0 long- term mean ··of 26.3 C. 
Again, there i s fairly close correspondence between the rate of in-
crease in temperature in Barbados and the rates calculated for Trinidad 
and Jamaica. 
33 f 
Lamb and Johnson plotted ten and forty year moving aver-
ages for Trinidad J anuary and July temperature data for the period 1880~ 
1960. 0 They found a gradual temperature increase of nearly 0:6 C up to 
the late 1930's or early 1940's after whi ch an apparent gradual decline 
set in. It might also be mentioned that data for certain mid-latitude 
i 
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regions, including north west England and Toronto, were also plotted for 
~ 
comparison; these data closely r.esembl ed the pattern exhibited in the 
Trinidad data series. Recently, an introductory study was carried out 
on the climate of Jamaica by the Climatology Branch of the Jamaican 
Meteorological . Service. It was discovered that between 1910 and the 
early 1940's there was a net warmin·g of approximately 0. 7 or 0 . 8°C 
after which there was a slight decrease up to 1970. 34 
.Tlie g~neral patterns as reve.aled in the Barbados temperature da ta 
are also in close phase' with those found by ·callendar35 in his study o.f. 
~ 
global temperatur·e ,f luc tuatiot:ls and trends. He found that between 1880 
0 
and 1940, temperatures in tropical regions increased by roughly 0.4 C; 
but within this zone, the rate o·f increase varied from as much as 0. 7°C 
in parts of the Caribbbean and India to as low as 0.3°C in Africa and 
parts of the western Pacif i c region. But like most other studies of glo-
bal temperature fluctuations, Callendar also discovered that temperatures 
rose much higher in extra tropical regions (from the Arctic to 45°N lati-
tude) than in the tropics: in fact, the difference in some cases was as 
much as 0.8°C or more. , 
As a further test of the reliabi lity of t hese temperature f l uc t ua-
tions, five and ten year moving averages were computed for August ana 
February, the warmest and coolest months, respectively. Again, · there is 
striking similarity .in these pat terns as. one mi~ht ·expect; in fact, a 
/---.....,..------- \ 
' .. 
34 The Climate of Jamaica, op. c1t., p • . 31. 
· 
35callendar, G.S., ''Temperature Fluctuations and' Trends over the 
Earth", Quart. J. 'Royal Meteorological Society, 87, 1961, PP• 1-12. 
_ .... 
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I j comparison of figures 6, 7 and 8 would show a general homogeneity of 
fluctuations and trends in the three separate data sequences. Not only 
are the major periods of rise and fall in temperature in correspondence 
with each other but the approximate dates of commencement and ending of 
these fluctuations also colncide. ~ 
However, there have been slight but important differences i.n the 
rates of warming and coolipg between the warmest and coolest months. 
~· ' f • 
Generally, August tempe;~t~res have warmed up and cooled .at much the 
same rate as the mean( annual temperature . . Jn absolute terms between 1903 
0 and 1949, August temperatutes showed ~ net increase of approximately 1 C 
0 . 
but have showed a net decrease of 0. 3 C since then. On the other .hand, · 
February temperatures showed a net increase of l.5°C between 1903 and 19~9-
50, whereas they have s.howed a net d.ecrease of almost 0. 5°C since then. 
In other words, even though the general directions and periods of flue-
tuation have co.incided, the month of February has apparently experienced 
a more rapi~ rate of warming and subsequent cooling than the warmest 
month, August. 
It should be made clear that t~e so-called global cooling· trend 
since the 1940's still constitutes a topic for debate in the cltmatologi-
cal literature. In some areas, temperatures appear to be still rising 
whereas in places such as Australia, the south Atlantic ocean area and 
. ' 36 
the Black Sea-C~spiati .region, temperatures seem to have remained .stable. 
For it might, in fact, be premature to speak authoritatively of a global 
' 
36 Callendar, op. cit,, p. 1. 
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aooling trend. 37 As D~vitaya warns, it is not yet certain whether this 
aooZing since the 1940's 
" ... signifies the oeginning of a prolonged temperature fall or 
merely represents a fluctuation on the backdrop of the warming 
trend which is still ·continuing·." 
C. Sunshine 
• 0 
Owing to a lack of data it is alma:st ·impossible to establish any . 
. . 
trends or fluctuations on the nutnber · of sunsh~e . hours o~ th·e · i'slc:md of · 
. Ba~bados prior. to 1937", However. during the rel~tively short 39:..yeai 
. . . ' . ' , ' 
period 1937-1975., ·a few not'able fluc~~ations 'in· .. thi~ p~~ame~er have been 
observed. Between 1937 and 1948,- there was a mean in.crease o£ ·r·oughly· 
0.17 ·hours of sunshine du~ation; a slight decrease from the late 1940's 
to the mid 1950's, exceeding that of ' the 1939-48 period; a major in~ 
crease from 1956 to 1960; and .a net decrease of about 0.3 hours from. the 
early 1960'~ to 1975. Five and ten year moving·averag~s .plotted. in 
figure 9 _:l.llustrate these hu~tuations in sunshine duration much ·mor.'e 
clearly. 
Lt appears that the ~emporal fluctuations in mean annual sqnshine 
hours 1937-197 5 · have been in general phase with m·ean annual temperat_ure 
fluctuations over the s.ame period. It has already been est~blisbed· in · 
. 
chapter. 1 that there is some positive corr·elatiqn between the n.Ulllber· of 
\ . \ . 
sunshine hours and air temperatUre. A .. carefut comp~risonof the graphs · 
in figuers 7 ·and 9 would serve to illustrate this general relationship. 
Perhaps it might be quite possible ~o make certain ~ssumptio~s a~~ in-
' ferences about fl1Jctuations 0~ suns.hine duration ·bas.ed on· this appari:m_t 
' . 
'· 
.:.• 37 . : . . 
. 3 Davitaya, F.F.; 11.Atl!i'oepheric- D_ust Con~ent. ~s a·' fact~r. Aff_ecting .; 
~laciati~n- ~nd Climatic Change'',: 1\nriala Ailso'!'. of American Geographers., _. ·. : 
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BARBADOS MEAN ANNUAL SUNSHINE DURATION 
- 5 YEAR MOVING AVERAGES 
--- ·- 10 YEAR MOVING AVERAGES 
1041 • 1061 Ulll"' •••e 1872 





relationship with air temperature. Assuming this general relationship 
between the two parameters and also "that the direction of fluctuations 
through time have all been the same for both variables, it might be in-
fer red, tentatively at least, that there was slightly less sunshine, per 
year, prior · to the 1940's than after that period. In f4ct, based on 
these assumptions it might generally be assumed that the rhythms and-
trends observed in the temperature data might be applicable in the case 
r 
of sun~hine qpurs. One should be fully aware, however, of the dangers ot 
. -41 
these assumptions; the fact that there seems to have been general cor- ; 
" .. 
0 
respondence between fluctuations 1n temperature and sunshine hours since 
193~ does not necessarily mean that these variables fluctuated in phase 
prior to then. It shou~d be emphasized that this is not an attempt to 
reconstruct past data but rather a means of trying to assess how the sun-
shi;ne parameter might have varied in the rec~nd past. 
Some correlation also appears to exist between sunspot relative 
numbers ··and sunshine and t:emperatur~ fluctuations observed in Barbados.. 
- . 38 39 According to Wa1dmeier and Lawrence, tqe period 1880 to about 1927 
was one o·f small sunspot amplitude, ·when maxima were genera.lly less than 
1500. However, between 1931 and 1960 mean sunspot relative numbers in-
creased significantly a~ove 1500. When Barbados temperature and sunshine 
data are plotted ~gainst s~nspot data aft~r ·waldmeier, there is an approxi-
mate correspondence between the period of low sunspot amplitude and 
\~ 
38
waldmeier, M., The Sunspot Activity in the Years 1610-1960. Zurich 
Schulthess and Co. A.G., 1961, p. 110. 
39 . Lawrence,~N .• "Terrestiral Climate and the Solar Cycle'". Weather 
XX, no. 11, 1965t; . 334-343. 
-' 
.. ·· ---.. -- -·" ~- ,, . ' ~__6.;_ .. _ _ 
- - -"'"" ''--- " ~·-· -- -'-'----
~-·-· 
---- - - -
relatively low temperatures, and high sunspot arnpl itude an~ _increasing 
air temperatures and sunshine hours (see figure l 0). Similar rela'tion-
40 ships between temperature and sunspotp have been suggested by Lawrence 
for data from Edinburgh, Wakefield and Greenwich in the British Isles. 
41 Similarly, A.J. Troup using tempera ture data from a few selected 
til· 
stations, postulates Ehat•the apparent. relat~onship between increasing 
sunspot numbers and rising temperrtur.es j s a,ppUcable to nearly the whole 
42 
of the tropics. 
Although no cause and effect relaU.onshi~ is necessarily impli~· 
.I J here, it is being suggested that ~panges in temperature, sunshine dura-
... 
v' 
tion and probably ratliation might be linked with the sunspot cycle and 
changes in solar output. In turn these variations could conce;vably be 
associated with changes in the general circulation of the atmosphere 
which, it is sugges~~d, might well explain most of the major global eli-
matic fluctuations. This theory has a lready been postulated ~ many 
~ . ~2 43 cl~tologists, notably Lamb and Johnson and Kalnicky, even though 
they hqve not been able to establish the exact nature of such rela~ion- . 
-· • ; 0 
D. · Cloud Cover 
There have been a few not:a~le changes :in mean cloud cover over 
40~ ... , p. 339. 
41Troup. A. J. •, "A Secular Change in the Relation Between the Sun-
spot Cycle and Temperature in the Tropics", Geofisica ~ura e Ap.plic., 
51, 1962, p. 184 1 
I 
42ta~b and Johnson, op. cit., pp. 94- 133. 
43Kalnicky, R.A., "Climatic Change Since 1950"; Annals Assoc. of 
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.1. :: 
Barbados during the yeal)s 1931 to 1J 97 5. Broadly, three main Jieriods of 
fluctuation\can be observed (see figure 11). There was.a steady mean 
annual decrease fo'rm 1931-1945; an b~tcnsification of this trend with 
., 
minor fluctuations, from'1945 to the late 1950's or early 1960's; and a 
1 
relatively stead~ increase since .then. Generally therefore, there was 
a downward trend in mean annual cloud amount for ebe first three decad'es 
~ 
after 1931, with a maximum rate of decrease of about 0. OT o.ktas per an.,. 
num in the period 1945-1960. · Thereaft.er,, .there ha~ been a tendency to-
, 
ward-s increasing could amount at a mean annual · rate of approximatel.y 
0. 05. oktas. It is still too early, however, to stat:e explicitly whether 
this latter upward tendency is, in fact, the commencement of a prolonged 
( . 
trend or simply a major fluctuation temporarily interrupting the do\V'n-
ward trend. 
One .noteworthy observation is an e~ident inverse relationship be-
tween temperature fluctuations and variations in cloud amount. F~r where-
as the temperature data reveal,. an ur.ward trend into the late 1940 1 s or 
early 1959's, mean cloud amount has trended in a general_ly opposite 
direction. Likewise, the recent tendency towards ~ecreasiug temper·a tures 
seem.s to be counterbalanced by a t~ndency toward~ increasing cloud amount. 
If refer.ence were again, made to figure~ 6 and 11 this inverse relation-' 
ship would become more apparent. 
The apparent negative correlation between temperature and cloud, 
though striking, is not altogether an uneitpec~ed one. A basic understand-
irig of the seasonal variations exhibited in the parameters not only sug-
gests but also partly explains such a relationship. As demonstrated in 
. · . . 
44 
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chapter 1, mean daily cloud amount tends to be higher during the cooler, 
wet season than in the wanner, dry season; hence, it should normally be . 
expected tha~ any increase (decrease) in mean annual temperature would 
be associated with a decrease (increase) in mean annual clo.lfd amou.nt. 
E. Pressure and Wind 
It was suggested in chapter 1 that there is some similarity between 
I 
'\ the annual regime of atmosp~e~ic pressur.e and wind speeds in ~arbados . . 
' It was felt that since the two regi111es are vir-tually similar, any flue-
tuations in one over a period ()f years ought to bi associated :with 
' / . 
similar variations in tt/e other. In order to test the reality .. of this 
~ 
assumptiOn. mean annual data for both parameters, 1993-1975, wer-e 
+smoothed~ and ten year moving averages and plotte.t· for comparison. 
The comparison between figures 12 and 13 is not '·quite as good ,as 
might have been expected. For the fluctuations in atmospheric pressure 
and wind velocity only appear to be in direct phase during the post-1940 
period . Prior to then, most of the fluctuations seem to have· been . slight;.. 
ly out of phase. In the case of atmospheric pressure, there was ~ marked 
net increase from 1903 to '1940 of about 2 millibars. In contrast, wind 
velocity during the same· period showed a slight net · -decrease of nearly 
-1 0. 5 ms with shorter per_iod fluctuations. Howev~r, after 1940 there 
was a gradual decrease in air 
about 0. 7 111ill~bars less .than 
pressure into the 1960's, which averaged 
I 
the 193b-1940 meal}'. In the case of' wind 
velocity, there was a slight intensification of the previous dm.tnward 
trend which also lasted w~ll into the..,l960'.s. From the 1960's to 1975 
... 
lt6 
: ~ 0 
.• 
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/ 
both ·mean atmospheric pressure and mean wi~d velocity have shown some-
what of an upward tendency, the respective rates of increase being ap-
-1 proximately 0.-05 miliibars and 0.03 nis per an~um, respectively. · 
44 . 
Lamb and Johnson found a defihite tendency for. the frequency 
and int,ensity of the North-east Trades to increase whenever the No'rth 
Atlantic Weste,;ly c~rculation increased. They correlated indices o~ 
~ 0 . 0 0 
the Wet:;t~rly ci~cu.~:ation (40-50. N, .~o W) an9 the Trades (30 ... 10 N, 
. 0 
60 W) f'C?r January over a 79-yea-r; period and found the correlation ~o­
"-
efficient 1' = 0.53, significant at the 0.1% level. This tendency seems· 
. \ . . 
to be borne out in _large measure when Barbados wind data and Lamb's 
Westerly circulation indices 1900-1969 are comparec;Y. Figure 14 suggests 
that there was s'trengt:hening of both circulatory systems between 1900 
c •• 
and 1929 but a gradual weakening over the next four decades . The fact 
. 
that these two systems show a tendency to f luctua•te in phase with each 
other seems more than an oc~urrence of chance. For although it is dif-
48 
f'icult to define it as present, there appears to bf:! a!' important physical •4 
relationship between the circulation of the Easterly and Westerly belts. 
Like temperature; most of the variat io~s ·observed. in the Barbados 
• • pressure data are not incompatible with the major trends in these indices 
postulated by other researchers for the Northern ~etnisphere, For instagpe, 
45 -Lysgaard found that during the ye~rs 1910_.1940, mean ' summer and .winter 
I • ' 
values of atmospheric pressure showed an upward trend over .the southern 
North At1antic. An -ex~mination of the Barbados pressure data for t~e ~ 
0 
44Lamb ar:td Johnson • op. cit. , p. 1~5 . 
45 Lysgaar~, op. ci.t., p. 25. 
·. 
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same period reveals a -close similarity of trend. In a more . recent study 
46 Lloyd found a steady upward trend in pressure from 1880 to the 1940's 
at Santiago, Chile, after which period a gradual decline set in. These 
trends again show good correspondence with variations observed at Barbados. 
F. Relative Humidity. 
There are no humidity data available for the island prior to 1931, 
· he~ce, any assessment of the nature of variations in this p~rameter be-
fore this date ·must be largely speculative. 
~ . 
From the limited data avail-: 
~ble only two major periods· of' fluctuation are d.isce~nible. ·In the ,-first · 
place there was a decrease in mean annual relative. humidity between 1931 
, -
and 1948; the net decrease during this period was apporxitnately 3 or 4 
per cent. In contrast however, there was a steady upward trend after that 
period, the ney increase being roughly 6 per cent. 
I 
Since humidity is known to 'show gbod correlation with air tem~erature ., 
it should notmally . be expected that there might be E;;ome clear association 
between fluctuations in the two·parameters over a given time period. UOW7" . . 
ever, there is lit:tl~ evidence. of slch an as~ociation when tf.e mean · annual 




should not be assumed that variations exhibit~ by the two- . parameters are un-
related; for it is acknowledged that there is a strong physical rel!ition-
ship between these parameters. Not unexpectedly however, when t~e humid: 
ity graphs are compared with the curves ahow~ng air pr·essure, the fluctua-
tions tend to be generally in opposite directions. It may be recalled 
46Lloyd, J. W. , "Climatic Variations in No~th-;-Cent~al Chile from 1866 
to 1971", Journal of Rydroloay. 19, 1973, pp. 60-62, 
. ~ &." 
' .~ 
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trom chapter 1 that in terms of the annual variation the months of higher 
. ' 
relative humidity are generally positively correlated with the months qf ~ 
lower mean atmospheric pressure. 
G. Some Postulated Theories of Recent Climatic Change . . I 
• 
Several hypotheses have been advanced to ac·count for kn~wn global · 
c.limatic fluctuations which have recently been .oJ>aer\red: . ·tt has: t~ · ... ~·e 
. :- '' . ' ··. 
admitt'ed, however; . t:hat m<?st o·f tlu~s~ thedries .are still. ~pec.~.llative· ·ain·c·e- ... ' . ~- · : 
' I . • ' ,'· ' ', ' • • ' ( 
quite a lot still rema.'ins ' tO be . known· about the ' dynaini'7S 0~ . .atmcispher-ic .. . . ·_. :' ." .. 
. . . ' ·, . ' "' .· ' : ' ,· ..... ' :.' ' : . . . :· -:- f 
motion .. Although vario\ls . ltn~ and associatiol)s have ._been spggested amorig' .. ' 
· such irtdices as changes in solar output, in~rease in atmosp~eric' car.bo'n 
.j# 
. 
dioxide and changes in terrestrial climatic indices, no single th~ory ;-et 
advanced seems capable of explaining observed f1uctuations_. 
47 48 Q For instance, authot:s including Godson and Sawyer have suggested 
that rec~nt climatic fluctuations might be due to variations . in solar 
radiationPwhich in turn could obvio~sly effect changes in atmospheric 
' ' 
motion. However·, t.here is, so far, not enough e"idence ' to prove any 
sign if ican.t variatipn in the sun'. s radia t.ive ener·gy. "Alth_ough · sunspot 
rela~ive numbers· have tended to increase since the 1800's ~ip . to the mid 
. . . 
1900's and have correlated .. qutte w.ell with t)1~ 'earlier · wa~illing tr~nd • no: 
significant changes have been detected in the int~nsity of sol-ar- r~diation • 
I ' ' 
Hence, for the time being at least, this theofy can·oniy b_e accpeted with 
~ 
the utmost caution, if at a11. 
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Sawyer, J. s. • Notes on PossiDle Physical Causes o.f ·Long-term loleather . '. · ;.~ 
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Wexl¢r 49 pos'tulated that the gl~b<>.l trend of risins temperatures 'Was . 
. , . . · '":, . 
du~.:r,nainly to a reduced~ ~ufobe:F:· of . larg.e..,volca.nic ~~upt·ions '·c~pabfe o£ in- .· .. · 
je~ting la~ge amounts .of dust. intp ".th~ atmosph,ere~ He co.ntended ~hat any ... :.· 
. . , - . . . . . . . •, . . . . . ..... .. . ' . ' . . -' .. . · . - : ~· . ' . . . ' ~.: . 
de.crease in volct!mic dus,t· could increase the transparency ~f·. the ~tmo sphere . · · · · . ·: . . 
fm:, ~~1~~ e•h&)· , ·p":"~~<; it bd~ .q~ncO .b•••: fn dt~~~ ~d _bY. ~·~1C~ar . ' · , 'i ' 
· t~at only .. tfie'· Sh<:?7t ' teqn. f~~Ct':l.ation~ ... in t;emper~turef'can thua 7 b,e' acccn~n~ed . . . :·, ·:.)-:: ';- . 
. ·::: fot~:·:~ot· .t~e ii~~~-t~~ ·~~~nd·~.~ : ·· ~~la~g~·~a :·: ·.·' .: ~ .. ·· :·; :: · .... :::· . . .:: . ·. ... · ·.< <; · 
.. ... ·• " J • ', ~ ' ', • ·, ·, · ~·· : ::, · : • ' .' ,.,.., • : .·· ' ,, ; • • ' ·· :· ' • ' : ~ · . : , •. : ~ ~· ·::' " ·~ · • •• • • : ... : · ,' -<",· ' ' • ' "• I, •• ,;. • .. ~ • 
"Fo·r · ex~inple, ~t~e .high ·al,tit.ude dust .from Kr~kato·a 1883 . ·a~d-. Pelee · · . . · ·. · ·.· .' f.:': 
: 1902;' · ~ould · have ... ca~ed .tbe· . ahar·p,'(tef;llp.~rs.tur~). falls'· .: ~about' tho:se .. ;. · ·. 
>dat~s ·.a!ld -the. abEienc~ : 'o£ concur·rent.#uctuat:ions "s~n~~-1920 ~ight·· · ·--." \' . 
. be at:tdbuted 'to 'a lack of . explosiv~ er.uptions of sufficient size· . . . ,, 
. '~' 
.to affect . . t~e whole earth.:" . ' ' · . . .j ,: ) 
.• · . ·1·' •, ·. 
, It i • :' 
.. .; ·~.;. '·'. 
,\ . ' 
But· he continl.u~s: 
·~ 
. It ••• the· problem, ;l.s . .;,ery complex 'and it would . 'be 'd:iff.ic~l t -to.:. · .. . ; .. :-
explain the b:iS'. 6s,c:illations''about .1912-20 on th~ ba~is ··of th.e·· ·' . . . ;·. ">; 
Katnlai. erup_p.an· ~n 1921 or•.the_ fact that .. the ma11y 'er~p'tioJ.?..s since : · · ' · ·~ 
1920 do. not' ·appear·. ·to ,-have .had'- .~ 'aignifi.C.~mt· effect on tpe .zO'nal• · .. .. : .; .· -:, : . 
lluctuations . . Evidently·~ · : there' a1:e· t?ther fact:ors .. at ·~a;rk b~s'ide's- . . •. ,:' .· 
volcanic· dust .• ri50 · · · . . . · · · . . . · ' ... · . ,. 
SiJn;farly, :the 'same ·author . iioin~s out: that ·.~£. · ~be · ··rise i~ t~pe~·~tm:e w..a:~ ~ <~--- · .. . . : , ..  ~: . .' ~:\.-
. '· ' . . . .. ... ' ' . •' .· . . : .· .. 
caused by /n~ioeaeed abnoSj,heiict;a~sj>ar.;.'ioy o~ ii)Creas~' ;~olar .m~~":·· >. , ·• ( ,:. 
· ifUnny ··. sub..:trop~;al . ·areas.·· sg}lould reco~! a greater·. r~·t·e .;of· :in.cr:·a'~.~;: ~~~ .:··: . . . ~ _. ·· ·>- : J ,~'· . ~·: 
areas .'?f. th~ a~ofoiy .North Atla.ntic~ ~ . . i'ets the. da~a · ~hoW,. 'the ' t~y~r~e ··t·o ·\ ... , ..  ,. -. ·. ·:-:···l . 
be true; and· '·in · ~ome cases:·tno · ·dsi.ng t~pera.ture. trend ' has 'Y.et -been ob-' .. .. .. · : .. + .. ( . 
'> Se~ed i~ ' ~~rts ·Of' the ·.S~b~tropic's, . . 8> . . . . . • • ·• . ,., . . .. ..... ,. .·.:.· .:::·:f:_.<::::.· 
' sr • : ... · · : · ·-' ·. · '· ···s2'' · · · .. : ; 1 · .. ::. · 
·.· It wa·s .. co~tend,ed by Plass· : .. an.d · l~t·e~ .' :ar:gu~~· : ·~:y . Cal1enda'r· , . · ><· .. · : ..f.::: -::; .~; 
,•' I< 0 • ' " • ' • . :.· 'f , ' 0 :-:• ' I ' , o ~-, > ,:·~ .... ... ,. • \\0 • 
. . . • t' .... · . ..... . . 
. 7S-l~~WBlder, ~., C1ima~t~ ~~~~. Han:.~~ rini~er~ity~~·~.; •. ~9~j • L. · .....  ~ . ::·.·,_ :.·,-.' :: ..  ~.t~i1 
., .;· ·., ~ ,_:s·~~a;l~n;a'r ~·. op· ... ·'cit::, ·~·; 9. ".. . ' ... . . ,. ' . ·. ;:::.:"· > '•<: ~~(' . .-. . . . . ' ' 
',• , ·. · ·~ · ' . ,. · .. •.. . . _ ~ :: ·· .. _ .. : .. ::.:· .. · · · : ·;.'. ~ ·. ·:. 
. 
51Plass; ' c:N~ ~ •'f-he 'c~rbon"Dio~tde- "'ihe'o,ry .. C?f : Cli~atl~ Chan~e~"· Tellu!( !.· .. . . ·; . . ' ~~~ G 
·.· ·. 8,; 1,~~61 'p~ .. · ~40<·: .· · · ' · '.: ~· ·.:~ .. :··:> '·· · . . · , , . ~ · · .. ' >; ··/ .·•, · · :- ·'":·; . .;·-- . :.· , 11;_l!~:J···~· ~ ' ···.· ... '. ' :··: .. ~:·<>: · : <. 
· ... ;( ,' :. :,·• .. .. ... : .... _, .. <- :.· . . , ·. ·'ld . ~ >·).-. •, .-.<<·_:.:.:,. ·-'. <-~ '; 
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1 
that the recent temperature trends could be attrlbuted to increased car-
bon dioxide content of the atmosphere produced by the burning of fossil 
fuels. They contend that an increase of C02 would cause increased back 
radiation ahd hence, account for the warming trend since the 1900's. 
They have also demonstrated that: 
(i) there is a large, though as yet ~nknown, time lag in the trans-
port of exces~ · co2 from the point of greatest production (middle northern 
iatitudes) to southern latit~des; hence, a greater rate of warming in 
.. 
more northerly latitudes than southerly; 
(ii) there has been a tenden-cy for precipitation to decrease in 
. . . I 
t'ropical 
: 53 
regions in the first four decades of this century as shown by 
·f· .. 
-g{raus. The explanation here is that since the amount of p~~cipitation 
I 
I 
"measure of the latent heat released at the cloud level", any re-· 
, . 
arding inf~uence ~n the loss of such heat -would slow down convection 
urrents and reduce precipitation - this effect can be ac~omplished oy 
' a~ increase of co2 in the atmosphere. 
· Neyertheless, plausible though this theory may seem, i .t mus~ 
.examined in the light of otl'ler important data. There is . no doubt that 
fos.fi~l fuel combustion and C02 emissions 
1940-50 period than in previous decades. 
have been greater in the post 
. . \ . 
This almost phenomenal · increase 
in fossil fuel combustion, atm9spheric dust and co2 ha.s been well .demon-
S4 
~ 54 ·strat~. and documented by many climatologis.ts including Davitaya. and 
... 
. 55 
Robinson. In fact, Robinson has shown that the co2content of th.e 
...., 
53Kraus, 1955, op. cit .. , pp. 201-203. 
54nav:i,taya, op. cit., . pp. 552-559 • · 
55Robinson; .G.A., Physical Causes and -Eossibilities of Climatic Change 
in 1$-opec,_ R.J • . (ed • .J Atmospheric· Quality and Climatic Change, University of 
North Carolina, Dept. of Geog., Studies in .Geography No. 9, . 1~7~. PP• 65-75. 
,. 
... 
------·--f*'~~- · l¥i:. 
- :· . ·: . 
.•. , ·: , · .... . · ~ ! .. : _: · 







atmosphere has increased by roughly 10 per cent in the present century; 
doubtlessly, the major proportion of this increase has come about in ·the 
last few decades a~sociated · with an upsurge in isldustriali~ation anr;l ut-~ 
. . 
banisation. Taking t'his into con.sideration, theref~re'·, theoretically the 
warming trend should have intensified, especially in mid~latitude regions 
where the greatest expansion of industry has t~ken p1ace. But this has 
apparently not been ~be case; ~or the so-called cooling tren~ which seems 
to ,have •set in in rec'en:t 4ecades hardly supports the hypothesis. Further-
" . . " 
more, this cooling tendency after the 1940'.s is believed to be occurring.·· 
more rapidly ,i:\ high and mid-latitude r-egions than in .the lower latitudes. 
i' 
I.t is contended here that climati~ fluct~ations are not· a.ffected by, 
' 
neither are they .the result of, a s'ingle factor or process; but rather a 
55 
combination of interacting factors 'and processes. Yet, as a single unified 
theory, the hypothesis involving changes in the g~neral· circulation of 
' t;he atmosphere seems to explain sa~isfactorily most of the recent cli.Jnatic 
varirtions observed. ... · - ' 56 It has been demonstrated by Lamb and Johnson and 
.. . . 
51 
more recently by. Ka.lni_cky . that recent chapges of precipit~tion\ atmo.s-
.. . . 
r ' 
pheric pressure and temperature have been associated with adjustment in 
the hemispher;f.c , circulat;ion pattern. :In fact, Kalnicky has shown that 
most of the recent global changes of climate have been directly associated 
~ ~ 
with variation~ in circulation indices; from' predominant~y zonal between 
1900 and 1950 to more meridional since then. 
·The extent to which. indices of the 'general circulation have changed 
and ·the extent to which they are associated with other c1Un8tic fluctua-
56Lamb and Johnson. op • . cit,, pp .• . 98-1~0. 
57 . 
Kalnicky, op. cit •• p. 100. 
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Chapter 4 
Rainfall Fluctuations and ~~nds 
A. Long-term Variations in the Island Rainfall Regime 
\ 
j Rainfall in the small island of Barbados exhibits a marked spatial 
pjttern. It has been shown elsej~re that the pattern of rainfall dis-
tyibution is very much related to the nature of the atmospheric circula-
tion, ·topography, al~i.tud~ an~ srason. 
anriual march of precipitation ~d also 
A few st~dies investigat.itig the 
the chat;acteri.stics of the result-
ing spati~l p~ttern . have previo~sly been· undertaken. F6r inst~n.ce, 
research by Oyelese (1962), ,Ro.us_e (1966) and J.irio~ and Farnum (1~72) 
confirms the extent of .th_e· annual and spatial variation in the rainfall 
s~atistic. However, no study of the long-term flucuations ~nd trends in 
the island's precipitation regime bas ever been undertaken; hence, in this 
. . 
· chapter an .a~tempt will be made to analyse the major periods' of fll!_ctua-
tion in t .his parameter between 1900 and 1975. 
Gene·rally, there are ·three main types. of rainfall experienced in 
57 
' . 
~ Barbados the n~tur~ of whj.ch, to a large extent, determines ·the. ~bserved 
spatial pat terri.. These are w~at ~Y be referred ·to as the "regional rains"~ 
. ·.A 
. 1 
't:be · ''surface-~ea'ting typ-e" o.r "local' conve~~ionai· rains" .and the so-called 
.. .. . ·58 • . 
"hurricane r~ins". ~he- first type is associated primarily w,ith the in-
tensitY. an;! persistence of the north-:-eas.~ tr.a~e: wind ~ir~lation a:ld is experienced 
. . \ . ~ . 
in ·ali:~ibbean islphds. This is vitallY, impprtant, especially to the ~ast~rn 
. ' ~-
parishes·, . since very often. these areas are not much· affected· ~y 1 o·~ a 1 
.convectiona·l .rai~s ~ - . Loc~.l convectional rains·, which will be dis-
. ' . ,• ' . 




58 . . 
. Skeete, c.c:, Barbados Rainfall, Dept. of Science and Agriculture 
; .. Bulletin .N~. · 9" 'PP· 25-49,_ 1960; 
·' 
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the months of July and November. They are usually the result of a com-
bination of high temperatures and low wind speeds and their effects are 
most strongly felt in central, western and northern parishes. The hwr-
ricane type, as the name implies, is directly associated with the passage 
of tropical depressions, storms and hurricane& and is gener~lly associate~ 
with showers of very great intensity. Thus, the seasonal and annual vari-
ation in rainfall amounts from place · to place is 
the vigour and persist~\ce.of thesQ 
During ·the las~ecades or 
three types, 
so various 
research into the ·natu~e and rate of change of 
circulation within the tropics. For 
by 
conduc·ted 
~ and atmospheric 
I . 
tended to concentrate on precipita.tion _fluctuations and have gener:all)T 
found a trend towards decreasing rainfall, with major fluctuations since 
the.ttirn of ~he century. The work of Kraus (1955 and 1958), Lamb (1966) 
and Hofmeyr ~nd Schulze (1~3) are outstanding examp~es in this respect. 
59 In fact, it has ,even been predicted by Lamb that droughts will continue 
to show an increase in freuqnecy and that the presentwlry phase .will 
probably continue for some time yet in most areas of the tropics.~ 
( . 
Generally, th~re appears to have been seven ~distinct periods of 
. 60 fluc~ation exhibited . in the Barbados mean rainfall data. The graphs of 
. . .· ( 
five. , and ten years moving averages plotted in figure l!.i (a) indic·atc: 
59 . Lamb, H,H. 
Harrisotl . Church. · 
pp. 27-28. 
' 
"" ·quoted iq Drought in Africa, edi-ted by D. Dalby and R·:J. 
School. of Orient?! and African Studies, Lo~don, 1973, 
• 
58 
60 . d' 
· The~e d~ta represent the averages of returns for all of the islan s 
··forty-eight prima.ry rainfall stations . 
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(i) a minor downward trend from 1900 to approximately 1911; 
(ii) ~ :maj6r upward fluctuation from 1911 to 1920; 
(iii) a rapid, pronounced downward trend from 1920 to 1930; 
(iv) a period of· increasing rainfall fro~ the early 1930's to about 
(v) an increasingly dry phase from the 1940's until about 1949; 
(vi) a major upward trend thereafter until the late 1950's or earlr 
1960's . 
(vii) a steady decrease from the 1960's to the present. 
( 
It is remarkable that integral-difference curves ._PlJ.tted for the same 
data reveal a similar cyclic pattern and, in fact, the commencement and 
en~ing of each period of fluctuation roughly coincide (see figure 16(b)). 
60 
r-- . ff 
The fact that tHese curves are broadly similar suggests tpat the fluctua-
tions identif'ied can be considered a!:l, 1,ndicativ~ of real changes in the 
island's rainfall ·regime~ and thereby tends · to eliminate the possibility 
that they might have been. art·ificia+ly produced by the method of smoothing. 
. ·~ : --
A co~parison of s~le ~eans for selected periods of fluctuation 
gives s~me very interesting results which' further tend to confirm the 
existence of these rainfall changes. For instance, between the years 1911 
and 1920 the island ~ean ~nnual rainfall was approximately 7 per cent and 
18 per cen~ higher than the means of 1900-ll .' and 1921-3061 , respE;!ct~v~ly. 
S~ilarly, during the years 1950~63, th~ period of highest mean annual 
rainfall for · the entire dat~ set, mean annual rainfall was 21 per cent 
' ' 
... 
61 This was easily one of the. driest periods in the kno.wn climatic 
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and approximately 11 per cent higher than the annual means for the 
respective periods 1921-30 and 1964-75. The absolute values of mean 
annual rairtfall: ftor each period pf fluctuation listed above are given in 
table 4. Further, i~~should ' be ; stated that for the most part the dif-
ferences between the', satiiple means for successive periods of fluctuation 
.. 
havl"been found to be statistically significant from the 2.5% level and 
up. The only excep is the difference between the means of the 'fluc-
tuation pet16d; 1931-40 and 1941-49. ·j:::lthough the graphs indicate ~ 
difference in the general direction o{. trend; the sample means were not 
62 
significantly. different and when .te~ted b'y Student 1 s t (t = 1.3) barely 
reached the 10% Ievel ot significance. Table ~ gives a list of each pair 
,..... . . • i ' 




cance for each index. · 
1 
It has already been demonstrated in. chapter 1 that the sl.ight; varia-
tion observed in the temperatur.e :r:egime is partly attributable t o rainfall 
receipt. \Since [~ is kno~ that periods of high rainfall usually bring 
about· a reduction i~ air ·temperature, it might be' expected that years of 
~igh rainfall ' shodld-coi~cide ~oughly with periods of .reduced temperatures . 
Wh~n- tqe temperat~re graph in figure .6 w~s ·.comp_:red w~th . the rainfall c;.urve 
·~n· figure 16(a). it was found that there was a general tendency for periods 
. « 
of higher rainfall a~d· lower tempera~ures to coincide approximately. The 
.only e~ceptions were' the years 1911-20 when 'ra.infa~l showed an upwa.rd 
f1,u~tuatlon '(and so too did temperature) a,nd the period 1964--75 when ' the 
• I . 
flt.lctuations in ~.th- parall).eters were generally in a downward direction . 
..l · ., 
. . 
. .. - -~~-;: ......... ---- · ~ 
;' -: . • •• : : ~-! ' • 
• • • .- ••• • • ••• • • • ... . -~ . • • t 
· .. ' . 
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Table 4 
Periods of Fluctuation and Mean Rainfall for Each Period 
Barbados Mean Annual Rainfall 
Period of Fluctuation 
1900 11 
1912 20 

















Significance Levels for Differences Between SainJ,>le ·Means for 
Selected Periods - Barbados Mean Annual Rainfa.ll 
(mm) 
\ 
Periods of . Flu~tuation ~Sample Means (uun) t Significance 
' ' 
a b ·a b level 
'1900-11 1912-20 ·1402.4 :.15()1 •. 3 . 2.07 .025 
1912-20 1921-30 1501.3 '1230.0 2.81 .005 
1.921-30 1931-40 1230. 0 ' 1454. 2 2.56 .01 
1931-40 - 1941-.49 1454 .• 2 1434.1 1.30 .10 
1941-:-49 1950-.63 14~4:1 1551.5 ·2.52 .01 
1950- 63 1~64-:75 1551.5 ' 1390.1 2.09 .025 
' ' 
' , . 
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64 
It is interesting to note that the fluctuations exhibited in the 
Barbados mean rainfall data show rough sim~larity with the pattern 
identified in the Jamaica data. Figure 17 gives a graphic portrayal of 
this comparison. For although the onset and ending of these fluctuations 
appear to lag behind or precede each other by a few ,years, the general 
tendency for each pair of fluctuations to trend in the same direction is 
ciearly evident. Perh!lps it may . be that this general cyclic,: .pa~tern is· 
representative of the e~tire Caribb.ean region, but this could only b~ 
ascertained by 'further: analysis of lon~. period rainfall data from other 
islands. It would not at afl ··be surptising if this we.re the case, since 
'0 the climates of the .whole chain of islands are l~ly conttol~ed by . the 
same mechanisms of atmospheric circulation; namel~the north-east trades 
. · ... 
i~ association with the Bermuda-Azores high. Hence, there is the iJkeli-
hood that any long-term variations in the climat.;c regime at · any point 
might be associated with similar variations at most other locations in the 
region. 
B. Spatial Variation in Long-term Pattern 
It has previously been · demonstrat·ed that rainfall exhibits a marked 
spatial pattern across the island. This pattern is characterh:ed n~t so 
much by a difference in regime. as it is by differ·ences in amount of rain-
fall recorded at -different locatiqns. Hence, more detaileJ sequences of . 
• data, namely monthly total rainfall amounts for. the seven se;Lected stations, 
were e)!;amined for variations in the loitg-term pattern exhibited by the 
mean island data. It was found that the trends and fluctuations· shown· in 
~.~· -. :.:.~;~.-: ·.~ . ·. '~-. : .c~.~ :):.~.~r;~:.·;j:.+· :·'~·.\~:~-'·:~ ~; ... ,.., :~-· :--.. -.. ~-~i<.::. · ~
,1 '' • • 
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.. the rainfall regimes of the seven sample stations were generally in phase 
not' only with each other but also with the rhythms shown in the island 
data. The recurrence of thi!s . pattern, therefore; strongly suggest it to 
be representative of temporal variations for; .. the island as a whole. How-
ever, within this overall pattern there is a noticeable spatial pattern, 
which is· characterized by the ·timing of each period of 'fluc~uatiori. 
Five, ten ~nd twenty month moving .. averages for stat-ion~ District 'E', 
• • . . ' - ' ' . ! . 
66 
and Holetown show tha-t betwe~n i9o:o ·and 1913 the~e w~i ·a ·grad~al decrease.' : 
'in monthly rainfall but an upw11rd fluctuation ·from then .. unt~l 191.9. · From·: 
·.about 1919
1 
to .193.0 the~e ... w~s a ~aj:ot de~l;'·eas~ i~ .rainfa:J.l, . whe~eas for . . 
the next nine or ten· years there was a . noticeable increase·. A slight down- · 
ward fluctuation OCCUrr~d from the late 1930 1 B UDt:tl the . mid tO late 1940 1 S, 
after which period a major increase in ·rainfall was recorded until the 
mid 1960's. A gradua~· ·but .significant down~ard trend then set in and con- · 
tinued up to ]975 (see figs. 18(a) and 18(b)). In .,:both cases, the rates 
.·, 
of change of fluctuatiQn· were approximately similar an~ the timing of th~ 
fluctuations }:las been almost synchronous. At bo.th ,statiOn$· which. ar.e 
located on the- island's west co~st ; · rneanmoQthl~· .. rainfall - ~a·s around · -~ :per 
-: ,I 




' ' ·. 
·cent more in the period '1914-191~ -Uia~ it_··. was between 1900 and 1913, wll'~re-. :. . ' 
•• the 1920-30 mean was 19 per cent · ress th~n that fo~ 19i4- 1919. :•t -~he , . . _-,::J 
same time there was .:r·Qughly ·' 2~ p'er cent more rainfall rec'!=Jrded in the . ·, . 
years 1947-65 th~n in the· i9'2o-J(} pe~iod; and._. -t:he _decrease between .1966 a'nd·: · 
~ . ' . - . . ' . - . . . . . . •' 
i975 represents a monthly. average of about 6 . per cent ~ess 'th~n 'the average , . 
. . ~ ·- -
for 1947-65. Again.~1· the differenc.es betwe~n s~mpl·e . ~eans.- f~r s'elec.ted .·· . ·· ·: 
.; • 
periods of fluctuation were found to be .&ene~ally sig~lficantiy · d ':i,fferent 
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at better ~han the 5% level. Howev.er}: just as in ~he case of the mean 
island data the difference between the sample meilns for the periods 1931-
( 
38 and ;1939-46 were statistically insignificant, falling near the 10% 
level of accpetance (see tables 6(a).and 6(b)). 
Similarly, the two stations located in the south-easterly quad.~al}t 
of _the island' Searles and District I c I ana Central Station tp . the. south-
• • f 
t~est exhibit much the same pattern in their regime. Between 1900 and 1908 
there was a slow decrease in rainfall after which there was a significant 
·increase until 1916. Buring the period 1916-30, a major downwa~d ·trend 
set in but an upward flue tuation followed and lasted until around 1944. 
This latter fluctuation therefore, continued for some six years longer 
than it did at the west coast stations. At the· sa111e time, the ensuing 
period of lower. rainfall, which only lasted for . about seven years at sta-
I 
tiona in the west, tended_ to, be more pronounced at District· 'C', Searles 
a,nd Centra:J.., .spanning a period of some thirteen years. In· other words._ 
this trend st~rted in the mid ~~40's and ended around 1957. But whereas 
. a marked increase in rainfall was recorded for m~arly two decades (1947-
65) at the - two west coast: stations, 'this upward flut:tuation· was delayed 
and lasted . for only about eight years at Searles,. District1C1 and ·centr¥ 
'•. • f • 
. . 
statiorie (~:i:rca 1958-:-1965).'. The' ;final period' of rainfall fluctuation 
·iden't'ified. ·. that ·,:Ls' from 1965-75 • . seems to have· coincided almo'st exactly 
' I 
at all seven l .ocadons (see figs. 18(a)-18(g)). ,The d-ifference between 
the mean.llionthly ,· ;~i~f~l~· values . fo~ sel;e,~t-ed 'f~ti~t~a~i~n perio~s :~ere 
. ' . 
. . . ~: . . . . . . 
also compared and ·t~tea for: .. significanc.e. It ~!'JS discovered ' ·that at 
' \) 
' ~ear1es, DiatricdC' and· Ce~t;ralc, . t;~e. ~i.f£erences b~t_ween aii .. pairs ~f ·· 
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Table 6(a) ' 




: ( . ' . 
· Selected Periods ~ Holetown Rainf~ll 
.. 
Periods of Fluctuation jdtnple Means (mm) t 
a b a b 
1900-13 I 1914-:-19 1395·.3 14 65.1 1~72 
1914-19, 1920..,;30 1465 .- 1 1197 .B 2.86 
1920-30 1931-38 1197.8 1507 . 4 2.~7 
1931..,.38 1939-46 1507.4 1470.5 L3Z 
1939-46 1947- 65 1470.5 1543.4 2.10) 




·-Si nifi~ance Levels for ifferences Between 
' .. 
Select-ed Perio~·s;· - Di strict 11E" Rainf a ll 
Periods of . Fluctuation 
· · a . b · · 
1900-13 







. 1931- 38 
1939• 46 
' 1947- 65 
.. 1966~75 
"" '· .. 
Sampl e Means .(rnm) 
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sample means tested were significant at genera1ly better that the 5% 
level (see tables 7 (a), 7 (b) and 7 (c)) . 
It appear.~jpthat the rainfall at the two stations in the south-east · 
' . . 
, l 
along with Central to the south-west tended to fluctuate at a more rapid. 
rate than .. in the west. For instance, this is indicated by the fact that 
' . t - ~ ~. . , 
during the years 1909 to 1916 the mean monthly rainfall .. -was approximately 
~ . 
(I $¢ • 4 
12 per cent and 23 per cent more than during the periods 1900,-1908 and 
1917~~· respect:I,vely. (Compare 'this with 5 per cent and· 19 per cent~ 
respeetively, for roughly corresponding period~ ·at the two western 
stations.) ·As a further example~ the mean rainfall recorded during the 
years 1958-65 at Searles, District 'C' and C~ntral was alJnost 26 per cent 
and 10 ,per cent more than what was recorded in the respective periods 
1917-30 and 1965-75. (Again, compare these figures with approximately 
22 per cent and 6 per cent for roughly similar ·fluctuation periods at 
Holetowd and District 'E'.) 
The temporal rainfall regime exhibited by the two highland stations, 
. Lion Castle and Di"strict 'F 1 , presents a rather interestfl:lg case. Rain-
fall at 'the two st,ations, both at over 2'10 metres eleva tion, generally 
fluctuated in harmony with the south-easterly stations and Central up 
u~til ·about 1930. 
quent f luc tua t ion 
However, af~er this '"period the timing of each subse-
coi,cided a lmost exactly with ~9,-dations. observed at 
the two· west coast stations. At the same time, it shqu1d be 'point~' out 
\ , · ' . . . ' 
.that throug~out- ,th~ entire data period, ·the r~l~tive rate o! change o~ 
each f1~.~-ctuation appeared to be ~§omewhat similar j:o t hose 'observed at 
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Table 7 (a) 
Significance Levels for· Di fferenc es Between SamE1e Means* for 
Selected Periods - Searles Rainfall 
Periods of Fluctuation Sample Means (rom) t . Significance 
a b a b level 
1900-08 1909-16 1257.6 1416.9 2.56 .Q_1 
1909-16 1917-30 1416.9 1085.5 i-79 .005 1917-30 1931-l4 1085.5 1240.1 45 .01 
1931-44 1945-57 1240.0 1234.0 1.71 .OS 
1945-5 7 1958-65 1234.0 1475 .l 2. 51 . 01 
1958-65 1966-75 1475.1 1332. 5 2. 54 . 01 
Table 7 (b) 
... 
Significance Levels for Differences Between Sample Means* for 
Selected Periods - District "C" Rainfall 
\ 
Periods of Fluctuation Sample Means (mm) t Sign if ie~ance 
a b a b leve l 
1900-08 1909-16 1259.3 1417. L 1.69 .OS 
1909- 16 1917-30 1417.1 1088.4 2. 83 .005 
1917-30 1931-44 1088 .4 1243.7 2.45 .01 
1931-44 1945-57 1243 . 7 1237. 5 2 .os .025 
1945-57 1958-65 1237.5 1,478. 0 1. 73 ° .05 
. 1958-65 1966-75 14 78.0 1336.1 2. 51 .01 
. ... 
. , 
Table 7 (c) 
Significance Levels for Diff erences Bet ween Sample Means* for 
Selec ted Pe riods Central Rainfall 
I ' 
Perio.ds of Fluctuati on Sample Means (mm) t; s·ign~fi.cl:inc~ -
a b ·a b leve l 
1900..;o'8 1909:...1_6 ·ll20.1 1278.4 "i . 72' .05 
1909-16 1917-30 . . 1278 .. 4 951.0 2~80 . 005 
1917- 30 1"931-44 .. 95;1.0 ·1110."6 ~1. 67 ·.<ps· 
1931:..44 1945- 5.7 1110. 6 1104. 3 ' 2. 51. .. ol 
l 94:S..:s7 . .. 1958- 65 1104.3 1340. 4 2". 08 ·; 025 




.• ···~ · 
. • .. . . 
· *Actua i mean ·~alues: f o r•' ~ach : fluctuation per:iod .-~ · ·· ' : . "' 
.. . .. ' , . 
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. : · 
... 
District 1E1 and Holetown, to the west, · For instance, mean monthly rain-
fall during the period 1909-16 was approxLmately 5 per cent more than 
that for 1900-1908 and 17 per cent grea.ter than th~ 191.7-30 mean. Simi-
la~, ·the mean f~_infall i~ ~pe years 1917-30 and 1965-75 was a~out .~P 
per. ~nt and B per ~Emt ;e_s~, r'espectively, -than the · ~9-47-7S a~erag~: . ·A.s 
. 
. . 
;ln th~ case·· .of all previous. rainfall data . sequ~nces . analy!i:~.d, the differ-
78 
ence between· suc~eed_ing ,patr's of Sample [leans was . tested for st~tistical sig-
nificance, Results ;indicate that for the most part these mean values 'Were · 
I 
significantly dif'ferenct at better than the 5% level. Once · more, the 
. . . 
outstanding exception 'Was the difference between the means of the 'flue-
. ., 
tuation periods 1931-38 and ],.939-46; in thi.s 'insta~ce the t values (1.37. 
and 1. 31) could not be accepted as statistically- significant 'at _higher 
than the 107. c·onfiden~e level (see tables 8 (a) apd 8 (b)). 
. . 
Integral~difference. curves were also plotted for. mean annual -rainfal1 . 
at the. seven si:;ation's and the graphs analy~ed. fo~ , lon·g-ter~: fluc.ttiation.s. 
. . .. ,~ i! : . ~ ' . . . 
G.elu:r~lly·, .these ~~r.ve.s .i>or~r~y · much ' the . ~~~~ - ty~es o.f · fluctuations, as · :~~-
those. exemplif.ied by the moving averages. 
. . 
This again is.: _further · confi~-
mation ' of the real existence.~£ the t~poral ~nd ~patial :p~t~e~n .in the • 
island 1 S rainfa:J.l regime' diSCUSsed above '(see ·. figs • . 19(8·)..,19(c)). 
. ~'i:-:v: . ' .. '.· ·' 
, I 
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Table 8(a) 
· SE'de_ited· · Pe'riods Lion ·castle Rainfall 














Sample Means {mm) · 
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Table S(b) 
• . 
~; .. . 
. ,• 
. . !' 
- -J . 




Peti,ods of Fluc~~a t iorr·· . 
. . ~ 
-b . 
' -~· ' .. 
r 
. . ~ . 
' •. 
· .. · . 
s~inple . Means . {rom). ·- · · t ·,. ·. s~&ni'ficance;. : 
. : a .:· _ ... · · . ·.- .b ·_-. ·· "' :' .. "level · -
____ ..:._ __ ....;. __ _,..__,_.::_.__,.;..__;__ __ --:-_-..:.._--:-__ ..,..._-:-""'-''-'--.,---,~_....--:-""'-"'-- - . < 
1909-i6:·. ,._ 1338:o· :· 1s·of. s . .-. ·1.72 ·. ·-: · .bs _:: · _ ·: ,.. 
-1.900-08 
-: 1909::.16 19i7-3o :: :. ·i5o7.'8. . 1140!~. : ·z:.so .. _,_ <·aos · 
1931- 38. ·. 1140 •. 4 1450',0 . z.os: : .'' .: ',025 ::. 
1939;-46 ! ' 1450.0 . ·.~ ·' :' 1413:.1'. . ~-:i .:3i·:.- ~ - . .10· ~ . . 
· . 




1939-·4&'· 1941~&~ 14't3.L . '"'·.148'6 .-o··· ,. -2~6 ; . :· .. : ·.-oi · -. ::_. . • .. -
19~-_i-6_5 .' .. . i96&:.7s -- · ;1,4B6 .• -~o·.-· .·. :· · i4o~_;·:f:· : : . ...) 2~-so : . · ·. · : (?J... ,_.: · 
. . . '. .' . , . :' . . ' '·.. .'.. :' ' . . • . .. :· .... ~-. . . . ' . - . . ,·,. ·· . 
••.$ .. 
t_ •• ~ . 
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than in low rainfall zones. This is substantlated by higher indices of 
the coefficient of variation in areas of generally low elevation and low 
l' 
• 
mean annual rainfall. (Refer to table 2, p. lS) 
It seems very significant that the two perio~s of lowest rainfall 
in the island's recent climatic past have cotncided almost exactly at . 
every location. During the ~ears 1917-30 rainfall decreased rapidly to 
a "record minimum"; th~ mean rainfall for that period varied between ap-
~ 
proximately 95l,Q-1901.9 mm. During the other period:of low rP,in!all, . 
1966-75, which was in phase at all stations mean values of between 1332.5 1, , 
-2164.1 mm. were reeorded. So fa:r there bas been littl"'e evldenc~ to in-
... ,. 
dicate a reversal of this recent trend and, in fact, ·lt haf? even been 
suggested by some researchers ' that the trend may be intensi!;ring in the 
~ 
tropics. Lloyd has that there has been a general decline in rain-
u' 
83 
fall in Chile sin~E! 1944; but he demonstrat~d, however, that the trend · 
has inte~sif ied rapidly from the 1960's' to t:b.f present. causing widespread . 
drought. 62 Recent res~arch finding~l~ other areas 9f the ~ropics also 
. . i 
indicate a marked decrease in rainfa 1 s~nce the 1960's. In Jamaica for 
example, dr~ught 'bas occurr~d~in some part of the island almost every 
year since 1963;· ~~d the Meteorological Service tb~re reported at least a 
. . . . . 63 
.10 1>~~ cent decrease in rainfall between 1963' and 1973 Similarly 
~ r ~ ~ . 
Winstanley has demon~~rated that there was a significant decline in rain-
fall in the Sahel zone south· of ·the Sahara and tn north~est lndi~, since 
"> 
62 Lloyd, op, cit., PP• 53-70. 
63 Th~Cltmate of Jamaica, op. cit., pp. 708, 
..... 
. . · 
. · ,. , 




about 1960. 64 He produc~ evidence to show that during ~he 1960's there 
was an expansion of the c~rcump~ vort~ whereas the tropica~ rneri- · 
dional circulation contracted. ~h~~ l~ter contraction was held respon-
~le for the downward .:t~nd in rainfall an~ t6; recent severe droughts .,. 
65 
experienced •. 
. ... ,. 
It has been furtqer postutated that the recent ~ry phase might be. 
. ' 
· 
11global" in extent and not pecessarily confined t.o the tropics. For in-
s.tance, Lamb contends that the decrease in rainfa\1 is related to a change 
. .. . '. 
of the general wind circulation affecting t~~ost. parts of the world: He 
84 ... 
postulates a ~ening ~f the zonal westerlie~ in both hem~spheres as well 
as a weakening ·of the North-Atlantic trades. 66 Hence, any further decrease 
in circulat'ion intensity would almost certainly be reflecqted in decreased 
. ~ 
rainfall totals. 
c. Application of Canonical Correlation 
The varfations observed in the long-term fluctuations of the seven 
sample stations s~em to be closely related to tbe pattern of relationships 
described by the canonical v~riates computed ftr rainfall and weather 
. ~ 
variables. Table 9 shows the results of th~ canonical corrleation analysis 
64
winstanley,, D., "Rafn£~11 Patterns and the General Atmospheric Cir-
culation", Nature, 245, 1973, pp. 190-194. 
~5This as~ertion of Winstanley's has. recently been challenged by four 
researchers. See "Rainfall Trends ·in the .West African Sahel" by Bunting, 
A.B., Dennett, M.S., Elson, J. and Milford, J.R, in ~rt.tJournal Royal 
Meteorological Society 102, 1976, pp. 59-64, 
66Lamb, H. H., "Cl~te in the 1960 1 s" Geographical Journal, 132 ~ 
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District "C" 1 
District "E" 2 
District "F" 3 
Central 4 
Hole town 5 
Lion Castle 6 






~res sure 9 
Wind· Speed 10 









Results of Canonical Correlation Analysis Between. 
--
Seven Rainfall Variables and Six ·weather Variables*· 
Rc Signif: Level 
.005 
Rc Signif. Level Rc' Signif. Level 
0. 77460 0.54695 .o1· 0.33695 .05. 
Coefficients for Canonical Variables -of the First Set 
" 
-0.01945 _;0.39541 -0.42037 
0.34742 -0.14115 0.08386 
-0.24157 0.41257 .0. 024i3 
-0.28154 . -0.16412 -0.25561 I' 
0.41238 -0.13128 0.09385 
0.37615 0.00931 0.10014 
-0.06901 -0.02148 -0,46351 
( 
J. 
Canonicai ~riibles "'! Coefficients for of the Second SeJ: 
·0.19616' 
;-
-0'206853 .... 0.61157 
0.18746 
-.o. 20941 0.45421 . 




0.37149 1 -0,~268 
v 
-0.40332 o. 638 :7 0.88501 . .:.o.34049 

























. _~ .. ~ 
\ f. 86 
/ 
... 
pertormed on \hese varfables. Altogether, the computer prlnt-out. pti>duee'd 
-
six canonical coeffici~n.ts (R ) along w.ith the associated canonical· c . . 
... . ' . . ' -
variates describing the 'Overall vanat.1.on 1n the da tcr; but of these the 
~ ..,.,. • "'..M.c::. • . .,.. 
first three coetf~ci~nts ·7 ""' -ignifica~t at the 0.5, 1 •. 0 and 5% levels 
t;espectively. Th~y ~cribe most of .the overai:~ valliance and also the 
. . - , ' 
....... . .. . .. , . . ' 
strongest· and .most .. s~i~ic;nt relationships' ~etwe~~ . two B~~~ ·.o( data • .- ~ 
Hence, only tbese .r.t:hree relationships at:e ~teproduced in 'the table. , '#this 
. • . /!'. I ' . 
analys\s~ was perfo~ed : a~ a further means~of ~ understanding the nature· of 
long,-te~ r~int~ll · ~luct~at~·ons ~t <iiff~~ent locad~ns o~ .~~~ .·isiand · (~~e -~ 
Chapte~ 2) • : 
Resul tzs indic~te . ~at . at. Holet.owh·~ · . ~istrict 'E ' and L i .on ~~-as t1e 
Stat:ions, a co~bin~tion~gh temperAture . (+0.1~)-,hi~h sunsb;ine (+0.52) 
and- lq~ wind speed (-o.48), along with higll rela't:.ive humidity ·(+O,ii6) ~ 
.; 
is J;trongly associated with relatively high' rai.nfall totals (+0.41 ·, +0.34 
' . 0 
and +0.37) · for Holeto~. Distri~t 'E' . and 'Lion Castle, r:Cspectively. It ., 
may be recalled that t}le . former two stat. ions exhibited vi~tuall'y ide~tical · 
' 
. fluctuations. i~ t'heir."temporal rainfall ' regim.es; therefore, it i'$ ·not at . . 1 
.:J1 surpris~ng t'g find th~ ·same c;pmbinat;ion of weather ~ariabies ass.ociated 
with rainfall variations at these station!! • . ~But the ~a~t that the varia-
tion in~\ion Castle rainfall :l.s associafed with these same ~eatber 
variables does .appeara bitconflicti11:g at .fi~st." It n:~ight.'normally tie 
expected that rainfall variations ~t thi_s station· should .be:. associated 
. ' with the same· combination of variables as at District 'F'. This is· not an 
. . . 
" unrea~:Pnable- supposition espe.~iall-y ·considering that ,··t£imp?.r a 1 fluctuations 
in rainfall have been 
.. 
in close phase ~t these two highland stations since 
' I 
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. ~ 'r. · ' , 
' ( . ' Howev.er, Skeete has shown th!J,Q the· same co'mbination .of weather ... 1900 • 
. variables which describes the tf.~st relationship ~~e alto r~sponsi.ble 
; · 
.. ' . 
for triggering'the dev{lopmel'lt of local· convectional . sto~ms}~ (This 
~ • I t · • -'f- I . . . 
first relatiOnship might be cal1ed' .:the tonVfiCtive storm ~r.elat~cm·:~hip~) 
\> I • Ill ·, ,' • ' • ' t • • ' 
. . . 
lhese- s.torms are ~perien.ced ma·i~ly· ln cen.tral: wester~ arid northern dis.:. , 
...... . ' -~ . ·· ; · · .. 
) iriC·ts; arid .Lion Castle~ .like DiJ•t~ici' "ll' lind. iloleto;.; He 'jdtH,; ihes<i 
: boundaries ,(s~e fi~~re l~·(d)_) . . lien~~~~- ::hi~ : ~oh~~ · e~_~ily. ~~l~i~ .d:e:: .. ~ ' . ·. 
~~- - •. . . ' . . • .. ...- - . i . -... ' . . . ~ ' . . : . . . : 
. . appa:r~nt anomaiy •· ·. ' ' ' . ·. . . -~ ' • . ·:. . c2 . 
.. .. . 
•'· . ': : . . . . . " ,.' .. ' ,.:. ....... ·:. ·' . . . . •. ; '. . ::. . . .. 
· . ·: .The second set . of_ · ~anoni~ai_ ":'ar:itat'e ·s· sugge_sts a .a~rong "'corre'~atldtl · .. : · .. :· 
, I ~ ' .~ • • ._ ' - • 1\ ' , , ' • ' ' 
\ . . ' 
'. ' 
· ~ ·:. 
. . ., .• j) 
. . :. : "· . 
. . ~ ' 
• between high wind speeds (+0.58)' pigh . c.toud . amounts . (+0.8.8)' ·fa,irly · . ,· ' . . 
high .'~lat~ve -~idity (+0_~ :37) . .>-and io~· -~tin_shin~ ,(:-o-.'40). ~~~- · big~_: ~~in:~.· ; · . · .. 
fall '{.t0.,41) at~istrict .~,. .Th'i~ combina~:i~ll of weather. -v~·riab~es. ·:i.s 
' ' . 
appare~tly_ associated wit:h 1¥~ raittfall ~t most other ~'ta~·ions • . It :;seems 
f~irly clear that the high· rainfall at Distric.t 'F' is· in lar~e .mea~ure· 
du~ to th~ rihigh ·wipd" variablle • . This · statio~ is. situated o~ the 
. ' "" : ' 
wi nd-
... . 
ward side of t.h~rtheas.t' high1ands:·wiJose lotig'ti.tud:inal a~is ru~~ 
• proximately northwest . 
ap- . 
to southeast . · As · a resuit~ the area is ·expo~ed to . · 
-'· 
the direh . effects of 
' . . 
~ ~ . . ' . .. ' . . . 
the prevailing northeast tra~4j. which , blow ge~erally 
<> ' Th:f:s .factor, . c;o~pled ~ith the as-at ri&bt ,angles. to the higlil<}rtd ·Ji!~ss. 
~ ~ I .. , ' 
> · ' ' 
sociated ~rograph.ic ef~~t · is pr~r~ly respo~sible 'for the higb rai~~a~l 
tota is recorded he r.e. (This re1a tioosqip· can be referred to as .. t }le· nort lJcast 
.t_rades - orographic l)ela~ionship; . . . Co.ntra~tingly. Lion c~st\~ i:i..es ·on.· . 
. , . . . ' 
·the Leewart' ~ide of this· highland region, wpich further helps to expiain. 
67 Skeete, 1963,_op. cit., p.4·. 
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, . 
\>Thy most of the variance at t..,his stl!tion is· .. a .tttibtft:Able to a different 
~ 
combination of factors. 
-~. 
. ' Ratnfall variation at Searles, Dif!tric't •c• · and 'l:entral st'ati.ons 
. . .· 
is apparently re-lated to ff completely, different combination of factors as 
I ' 
ind-i~ated bl. the thinl set of canon~ca 1. yariates. · Here there is a ·' st'rong 
. . - : .. II. _ ~ . . . . -. '· 
etatist~~a_:l r_elatit;>nship -~~tween_ low rainfall (-0.4~·, · -0.~~, -0. 2~ -~r _ 
~ Searles, District 'C' _and .Central',' res~ectively.) and "hi-gh temp~ratul:e 
· • ~~ ' ' ' " • ' • .~ · ., ,I · ~ · .. • , • ,· '~> ·.' · · ' ' ' • ', :, 
(+p.6p high ptes·sure. (+0.45) and fairly high wind : (+0-;22) in. combination -
. ' . ,. . . . 
_wit)llow X:~l~tive humid1..t; ·(-0 •. 35.) m1il {o~ c~oud (~0.34)· . Agai~,.- :Lt 
-~hotii·d-- :ot -~b~- ait~~'eth~r--·E;urpr:istg ~hat ·m6('t .of the - ~~riatice· 'in ' ra:i.nfa.~1 
. • ~ . • ' • • • ,... : c--. ·• • 
~ . 
-.' -~~t these _ three st:ations is attr'ibutable to an id~~tical ·set of . f-actorl· 
Fo~ it m~gh~. al~be ;~call_~d · th~t rflinfall·· 'f'l~ctuat:l~ns ~~- the~~ sta\t~o~s 
have been almost identical throughout the entire· period under study .~is 
. ' . 
.,. 
relationship might be due to the dominance of the, Bex:muda-Azores li:Lg' 
which gives rise to these "anticyc}onic" . conditions. • (Th~s relationship 
may · be called the Bermuda-Azores anticyclonic re~ationsbip). 
too 
Pf the three relationships -$ the convective storm relationship (+0.77) 
is . the most important, a-ccounti.ng for some 6"0% of the tot:a.i variance of aii-· 
.factors. Sbi11y, the northea~; trades~o<Og~aphi~ .rei~ons~+iJ. S4) 
accounts for approximate~y 29% o-f t~e ~otal variance; ·while the ~'a~ti­
·cyc1onic" r~lationship iS;.r-·respon~ible for roug~.ly 10% 'of the total variance , 
. 
D. Solar ... Ra i nfall Relat ionships 
: .. 4 In recent years, it. has been suggested by several researchers · that 
~here_ is ~ome assoc'fcftlon between sun~pot act1-vity and global rainfall · · 
·fluctuations. Different types of relationships have been· demonstrated be-
., -\ 
tween these two paramet ers, alt;hough th~ ~ure of these rela_t 1onships is 
: · 
~ - -------------------~------------ J . 
. . , · 
. ~ ... 
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. . 
' 
not•whol.ly upderstood. For in'stance, in 1963, ·:Baur di~covered the exi~t-" r 
,At I . , . ' 
ence of two peaks in · Central Europe.., rainfall .~ich he cl.,.2im~d to be as-
i ed i h h 68' , . 1 . . soc at w t t e two,. sunspot extremes. More recent y, . _;!Pganna than and' 
90 
• I 
Bh~lmT found evidenc·e of som.e co~r.el~tion between Indian monso,on rains \.-. . 
. . ,- I . 69 . • · . . . ~ .. 
11 ·and ·solar cycles. They found~strong; ·. posit;:l,ve t:o~re1ations in regions of 
.J ·. . " . . . .. " ~ . .. ·. . ' '. ; . ' . 
orogr~hic rainfali (espefiall)t tb~(HiniilayJl~)-., ·"\>~t · ~enet:'aliy: · nega~ive . 
. . .. . 
. . ' 
rel~tiori:a):tips ·1.~ other areai:J.·: A~other study has · shown· that' t~er,e is s1g7 
: ·. I . . . : . . : . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . 
· :~i~lcant st~t~~tic~i .. ~orr:~l~tton: b~t~~en ~d~·is'~~a~a .rai.nfall. ~~d s~~spot . 
• ~elat~ve ~um60rs.70 ' ~~~• 'd~!"ove'r;.. ,<hat betw~~d 19_10 :ain- · · 
· fall P~aks and t<~ughs Pre, e.'!~ s?n~ . ~·"i~t and •:•!"" '1tout 1.3 
.ye,on ave~.age; .This ··re~qs~.ip was found to remain r.~lative1y, c.on-
. , •, . ' . 
• stant tflroughou t · the period • 
. . ' ' .. ' - . ' . 
.. 
ln order to dete~.ine whether any such relations~ips existed b~ 
~ B~rbados rainflilli data . an4 sunspot act i vity, 'five year moving a~erages 
were plot·ted for ·mean annual rainfall 
J' 
and ·sunspot <><'relative numbers 1900-
71 60. Sunspot data were extracted from Wald.meier. ~ardly an~ co~is~ent 
· phase relation~hips can~ · el?~abllshed ~hen figure 20 .i_s . examined .• · In 
some per±od.~ the fluctuations are completely out. of pha.se while in other s 
• I 
they are but over:n they do ~cit su~gest any discernible 
. "0.../. . . ·r< · . 
68 · ,; .· -~ ' 
Baur, ¥., (1963) q~oted in Lawrence,. op. cit~, .P.• .. 357 . ..... ' 
6~Ja~~rin~than·~. P. .and B~a~e, ~.N .' : ' 'Changes. in t.h~ if at tern of 
Distriqution of Southwest.Monsoon· Rainf~ll .over I~dia As~~ated. with 
Sunspqts" ~ Monthly ·Weather Review, 101; 197~, pp . 691-70~ ·. 
' • I , ~ 
"· 70
wood, c .. A. and Lovett, R.R., 11R~infa1i, Drought and . the Solar 
Cycle"-, Nature, 251, .1974; p'. ··595. .J 
. . . ~ . . 
. 
11.\ialdmei~r, ·.~P· cit . , p. 110. 
. c.-
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1 • ~ • 
related statistiCa~ly using the· Product Mom~nt c6-rrelation ·aoefficHfnt . . 
. (;), Tl4~ co~fficie'nt -~ ·= +O~()B w~s 'loull1":.:.t·o ·b~ J)~~~ly ·s~gn~icant: at . ·.: 
. .' . ·, . ' . . ' . . . . . . '\ : ·. ··. \ . ~ . ' ' 
the ,i.Oi. level. Hen·c ·e,,. the null :hyrotMs=t.~ that _there 1~. ~0 -~i"gnificant ·. '· 
otatbti~al ~or'e:t..U•p ~etw( .. l!~ib~koO meada.,nti~l :i-a~::sh t~phe · . :: ~ ; 
. .:· . . per~?d 1900-19~Q ·and ·~s~ot.:r~~;ati~e· ~u~l:>~rs ~~-s:t?~ · a~_cep~_ed : ~· .: . ':"!I • · .) f · 
. , ·.· -~ .. :... :H~e~·~r~o 'thi~ · do~s not neceS.f!C)t'.ily e1im1~at:e fhe po~sfbf.l:'ity .. of . · < · · 
' : ,,, :. ~ · .. "t_ ~t, . , .. ' • •• / , .:'·': ' .... :, , · ' ' • ' •• • ." • ·., ' ' • ·• , • ' · • • · ': • •• ·, : ' • • ,~:" • f ~ · ·,: . '/ ; '',' I • . 
. . , · ·.· .there being :a-n imp'ortan~~physica1 as.socia.tion betweeil theei'e\f!'r·iabl~s· ;. ·- . ·· .:· · · ... . · . 
. . . . . ···· . '·~~~is t!ia~ ·.~·1 re~ai'~on.•~ips iound ' b~t~,.~ ::01•:;, &ctiVhy ·~~: t~r~ . • ·,·· ·•. . , . : 
· : ... ~ : .. · .. ... ust,r .i~~· .. c1.~~~~e .;ppe~rt.o .~~- ·~~~~ ·c~·P~ex:·; · · .s~ · :tb~t. X~*Y· ···a.ss~~i~~: -.. · . · .. · .· ·-:-·· 
.'tion ·can··be· f ·irmly. e¢tabTished, ~t.' would se~ecessary ·to _def~ne -~he· .. · , ' · .. 
pb~s~ca~ bas\~· . ~f· s~~h .a ~~~.tio~ship· . . · . u.~~i~ su~h' ~ime· . as. ·this is' -~or:~.;.:··: : :.·· . . 
. ' . ' ., .: . 
-~be ~ea(~_a.t~r~ . -~f· ~such:.P.~-~~~bted ~e~·a.tion~p·s 1-11 ~.t;i~~ .b~ . ~.argel~:,-
a matter <?f speculation. Yet, for aL):.-t}lis, .t\ere){s little. ev.ide~ce: .. , 
J . to indicate a~y strong relationsh:ip. bet~een : ~unspot' activity ·a~~ ral:.~- ·· · 
.. 
fail fluctuations 'iii' Barbad~s. 
E·. Rain Days 
'-~~st as ;i·n th~. c~-ie ~f rafnfa~l, the~.e . ~; consi~e~~br~ :~pat.i,"al ~a,ri~.:.. : :. 
. ' . . . . 
tion i,n the ~~ua_l _ numbe,r.· of i:~in_. d~y~ rec~rded · o~~V,~e . is~and: . ·the 
·.'.·mean ·annual number of rilin a~ys .-~ar;es fr~m· ~pp~oxfn;ate1/23·4 ~ .in high 
.. . ... ' 
-~· .. :
. . 
. . .. .. :\-
.. .-: . .. ·\· 
. . . ... 
. . ' 
) ·. · ; . · .-. 1 







. ~ ' .. ~ .. :-
;; . . · ......... 
.. · . ~ . 
. ~ . : .... . 
,. rai~~all. areas -. ~~ 14'7 i,n ·regions of iowet· r ,airifa11:;. " Rtd~a~li~ .data ;for . .... . . ·r· : 
' 1. . . ' - . ~ . . . ~ . ' --~ • ' .. - -.-.- :: • .. :_ . ' .• !' . . . : • ·_ . • ' . ·- '. • . .. 1~ .:· ' 
total annual rain' days 'for five of · the seven rain£all st·ations were ana- ··· .,. ;~ · · · · · 
1 y~e<i : for )onl'-te>;m ira~Lit~OQ~, The~.e da t;_ ;,;;.,~ t~O ;e~idd i 900~7 5 £ci"f •. · ·.• . ~ '( 
. ,. · Uistri~ t •c: ,: J>~tti~ t '~· , Diotri,., t 'P' ~Dd H01~t~ st~ilo~O bu~. oD~y , . .. . . . 1 :~1;;' 
up ..  to · 1.968 £o'r Centt'a1. .Figures · 2·1~a) -_- ~l..(c) .show . f~v.e ani:l .ten y·ea'r . . ,. , ~~:;;,. 
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moving averages for total annual rain days at these locations. 
0 
.'•' 
It is significant that the pattern exhibited by Holetown and District 
'E' on the west coast is almost identical, just as was the case with 
their r~infall regimes. Between 1900 and 1911 there was ~gradual de-
crease in mean annual rain days but a reversal of this trend during the 
next decade or so. in fact, there was approximate~y 6 per cent more 
rain days in the 1911-20 decade than during the pre~ous one. There was 
a slight decr.ease in rain days for about the next fi:Ve years but a marked 
increase ~rom 1925-30. For the next two decades up until 1950, there 
was a steady downward trend when the mean number of rain days was about 
15 per cent less than in the previous half-decade. In the follow~ 
decade there. was a noticeable upward trend corresponding to an increase 
of ,roughly 18-20 per cent over the mean figure for the previous twenty 
years. From about 1960 to the present there has been another steady de-
crea~e in mean annual rain days at these two stations, the rate of de-
crease being roughly the same as during the period 1930-50. 
Fluctuations in mean annual rain days at Central and District 'C' 
stations have also tended to be somewhat similar. Un~ike the former two 
.. 
96 
stations, there was a gradual increase in rain days at Central and Distrtct 
'C' for about the first two decades after 1900. Thereafter, until the 
mid 1930's,a downward trend occurred; during thi's time the mean annual 
number .of rain days decreased by some 10 per cent relative to the period 
. 
1900-19. From the 1930's to~round 1947 mean rain days increased by ap-
proximately 13 per cent above the 192D-JS mean. From 1947 to about the .... 
( 
Mean Annual Rain Days, Mean Annual Rainfall and Mean 
Rainfatl Per Rain Day for Five Selected Stations 
Mean Annual Mean Rainfall per 
Station . Mean Rain' Days Rainfall (mm) Rain Day (mm) 
Central 
' 
147 li36. 7 7.7 
Distri~t "C" 17Q 1293,2 7.6 
District "E" 234 1651.5 1.0 
District "F" 201 1391:9 1 .. 2 
Hole town 207 1436.8 6.9 
Table 11 
Product Moment Correlation Coefficients for Total Monthly Rain 









Correlation Coefficient Significance 
(r>) level 
~ .691 .005 
"C" .612 .01 
"E" .563 .01 




The two sets of data cover the period 190G-75, except 
in the case of Central Station whose data period ends 











mid 1950's there was a slight decrease in rain days but a marked increase 
from then un~il the ·mid 1960's. There has been a downward fluctuation 
ever since the 1960's, whicft so far has exceeded · the rate of decrease of 
the 1920-35 period . 
~alysis of District 'F' data reveals that there were four major 
fluc-tuations over the period under study. There was a noticeable upward 
~-
trend for the first two decades but then mean annual rain days decreased 
-· by ·approximately 15 per cent in the following two decades. From about 
1939 to 1960 ~n upward trend set in corresponding to about a 20 per cen~ 
98 
increase over the 1920-39 mean. Since 1960 however,.oo clear trend.has emerged. 
Between 1960 and 1965 there appears to have been an overall decrease in the number 
,. 
of raindays at .:this station followed by a gradual.increase over the next ten years. 
It seems significant that although the patterns of fluctuation have 
~ vari~ from point to point both in terms of timing and direction, a 
notable decrease in rain days has been observed at all locations during \. 
the post-1960 period. It might be worth recalling that this period has 
also been one of decreasing rainfall at all stations. This is ' perhaps 
/ 
the only period that rainfall and rain day fluctuations have been in such 
close phase. 
4> ~m 
As might be expected stati ons which record the lowest rainfall totals 
tend to have the least rain days. This is clearl y revealed in table 10 
above, which lists the long-term mean of annual rain days.. for each of the 
five stationa. However, at the same time it can be shown statistically 
r ~ . 
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rainfall ~reas than in regions of higher r~nfall. · Table 11 is an ex-
1 
_.) 
tract from the computer print-out of the correlation coeff'icients between 
. . 
total mon~hly rainfall and total monthly rain days for each of the five 
. . 
stations. It can. be seen, for instance, that the coefficient computed 
for District 'F', H~letown and District 'E' is a~pro~~mately p ~ 0.56, 
wher~s :r> = 0.6.l and .0.69 for" ·District 'C' and Centt:a·l, · respect:ively (see · 
# • • • • ·, .. 
· ___ also -the -scattergrams in figure~ 22(a) and 22(b)). F~rther, although 
~there .a're. fewer rain days at Centra~ an~tr_ict · 'C/, t~e~~:-'stat~~~s ,on 
the aver-ag~, - rec~ive more· rainfall _.perc rain day than any .of the ~th~~- . _·. ·, 
stat.ions. ±able ~0 shows, for example, tha·t mE:an rainfall pe_r rain day'_:· 
' ... 
~ . . 
varied from 6.9 mm- 7.2 mm at the --three stations with the highest .rairt:_~ · 
fall; b';lt increased to approxilnat-ely 7. 6 mm · and 7. 7 mm per rain day at 
District 1 C' and Central, respectively :• 
In summary, therefore, dt is clear that the pattern of temporal 
, 
·, 
fluctuations shown in the Barbados mean annual rainfall· data may be taken 
- • , <1 
.. as generally repres~ntative cif most locations on the isl~nd. · Despit'e _the 
slight ' spatial variation demonstrated within this overall p.,.ttern, _ the· 
t .empoJ"al regj,mes at ali sta-~i.On_s ·appear to be broadly sil!li,la~. . This · 
.. {~:·1 ·: .I 
would tend to indicate that the entire island is dominated by 'sfmi~a~ 
broad-s~;ale patterns of circul~tion, ·as ':"for example in -tbe case of atmos- . · 
pheric pr~ssure and ·air ·motion. As a result, any1 major. shift or inter-
. . . . . 
ru'ption in t:Itis broad circul~tion · pattern would be _ ref~~cted in change#; i n 
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Fluctuation and Trends in·. Major ·synoptic Systems. 
I 
A. Classification of Weather Systems 
There are a few -synoptic scale . systems which significantiy affect 
the weather in Barbados. Tne most ·important synbptic systems whith de-
• .. I • 
veloP. are. incipient . st_orms .and hurricanes an? local convectional ' syst~ms. 
It. ~s i~port;ant' to note that the. major portion of · these weather . systems 
_t.en~ to '. develop' .during ~-he la:tt,e,r part of the rili~y aeas~-ti and normally 
102 
i : ' 
· : ac~ount fo:r -around 68-72 pe'r ·cent of the island's annual rainfall. Since 
these weat·her systems are ·such important features of the island's climate, 
' ' . 
an attemJ)t wi.ll be made· in 'this cha.pte1· to analyse fluctuations and changes 
in thei.r frequency since.l900. 
It · should be · inade clear at this point that for purposes of this analy-;, l'l . . 
sis, tropical storins1 depressions will be analyf.ed together ·as c.onst-1-
. tuting .a single t,ype of s~noptic system . .t. This seems quite justified inas-: 
. . ~· 
muchas· they all develop from f!1,milar synoptic conditions and are usuc;~lly 
of virtually simila! intensity. .!fowever: though1 of·. similar _genesis, ' . , 
. . # . . . " 
hurricanes will be treated separate1y. These are by .far the most destruc-
- ' . . 
. tive type of weather disturbance which affect the island ~s weather and are 
normally associated with some o'f . the heaviest rainfall totals recorded on 
the i$lan9. It should be · e~phasi~.ed, too,_ that the cent!'f38 of . these 
disturbances hardly ever traverse the. islqnd. but . usually pass a f ew miles 
offshore; primari~y in direct~ons varylng_ between northeast and.· southeast.- .' 
As a uiat~e~ of f a ct, dud ng 'the perio~ 1900-1975 only one hurrica~{')anet ' 
' . ) . 
o~ September 195?) - pass~d.dir~ctly over the island. Hence, the wea her 
- ~ ~ 
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..-'gystems being . analysed have not necessarUy traversed the island but 
rather are known to have . significa.~tl~ected the ... ialand ''s weather at 
I . 
some stage in their cycle. , · 
Barbado~ is indeed fortunate since the island ~ies outside the mafn 
v 
Caribbean . hurricane tracks. For ins~ance. between 1730 and 1975 only 
fi'\l'e hurricane ·centres passed di~ecl:ly over the .is1.and. the~eby giving a 
· probab~lity frequency of approximately .02 or one nearty every fifty years. 
The years of actual -occurrence were ~731, 1780, 1B31~ 1898 and 1955, equi-
~ 
valent to periods of. SO, 51. 67 and 57 years. respectively between occur-
) . 
·rences. (f 
Local convect.ional storms deserve special mention because of their 
. ' 
peculiarly charact~ristLc mode of formation. These sys~ems are carefully 
described by Skeete72 who fo-und their chief characteristics to be their 
extreme. ~oaalisation, their relatively small area of precipitation, their 
,. 
high precipitation rates and formation exclusively duri~g daytime hours. 
At the same time, the main factors ·triggering thei r development appea~ to 
be high sunshine duration, high humidity ~onditions and low wind speeds. 
"' All -the mechanics behind the formation of the'se systmes and all the phy.si-
cal processes inv~lved' are not fuliy . understood but the actmb mode opf 
formation is fairly well known. T~e follqwing ·statement extracted from 
the work of 'c. C. Skeete describes t·he seqMence of events leading up to 
their · formati.Dn. · 
, "Sunsq;ine warms the lbwest .levels of 
the· moisture of the air condenses in 
_higher levels to form CUJII!.llus cloud. 




the\~ir: the heated air rises: 
its ~oler surroundings at 
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slowly with the main air current and tends to amass on that side 
of the island opposite to the quarter from ~hich tKe main current 
is moving. This process usually continues for about two a'\- three 
.hpurs .•. by which time the conditions in the amassed cumulus cloud 
have re~ched the stage of -precipitation. Rain begin~ to fall ~v.er 
~04 . 
a sinall ar~a, usually not' mor·e than one or two square miles in 
extent. The cloud has no~ reac:;het;l ~he _cumulonimbus stage , •• ~ heavy 
torrential rain, falls over the original or closely adjo.ining area 
of development. - Usually within one to one ·and a half hours after 
the beginning of ·precipitation the cumulonimbu~ 'deyelops into a 
tempo~ary t~nderst;orm· ••. "73 1 · · 
These lo~a~ convectional· storms are normally so. li~ited". in t1i~-ir effect 
. l . . "" 
that .. only s·peciUc locations on the island are affected, mainly th~ 
. 1 ' ... ' . . 
.bcentra1 0 - ~orthern -and northw~stern p·arfs of the island. Again, it should 
be emphasized that ~lthough these storms are. smal~ in extent, they are 
~ 
capable of producing substantial amounts of rainfall in the areas where 
they occur. 
·. B. Hurricanes 
'. 
J .. : .. --.-----,-- ·-·-.:-
"" 
There seems to have been a fairly distinct pattern in the frequency 
of occurrence of hurricanes affecting Barbados ~in -the p&st. ·Durin~ the 
. .. . 
first three decades of this s!:udy· (L e. from 1901-30) the number of bur-· 
ricanes influencin~ 'the weather in. each decade ·wer~ s~x. four an~ three, 
r~specJ:ively. _ In other words, there wa.s a progressive decreas·e in· hurri-
. . ... . r - tl . • ~ .. 
cane ~ctivity in 'the area after 1901, culminating in the decade 1921-30' 
when the least number of ?urr~nes were recotd'ed. 
th&t the decade .1921-30 ·was. also known . as a period 
It is significant_ 
\ 
of generally dry weather 
· throug~t ~ost _of the Ca~ibbe~n. ~n fact, it has previouslr been shown 
that· this was the drtest period in tlie island • s · climatic history since 
1900. 
· The number of hurricanes affecting islands in arid around the· vicip.i ty 
t;:--
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of Barbados showed a remarkable increase in the three successive decades 
1931'-60. During these decadal periods the number of hurricanes were 
eight, nine and thirteen~ respectively·. After this 1>eriod, hurricane 
I 
,· 
activity again decreased. In the decade 1961-70 th~e were ten hurricanes 
/ 
aff~cting weather conditions over Barbados, or roughly a decrease of 20 
per cent relative to the previous d·ecade. This apparent decrease in t:he 
incidence o.f hurricanes '"seems to have continued to the extent that so far 
in ~he present deca~e,.commencing from 1971, no weathe~ syste~s 0~ hvrri-
. . . 
cane ,intensity have affec!:ed weather c.ondition~ on the island. (~~e; fig. · · 
. ' 
23). •• 
These data suggest therefore, that there might be successively alter~ 
• 
nating periods of reduced(and increased incidence cit· hurrican.es 11£fecting · 
}tresent case, it appears that per1.ods of ~ng,th ~((!­. Barbados. In the 
mately three decades of low hurricane incidence alternate ;ith simi1~ 
periods of increased ac~y. Perhaps, it might ben·a little early to state 
precise~y whether or not this pQssibl~ quasi-cyclical rhythm ~an be con~~ 
' dently used as a basis for prediction. ;l:t is unfortunate· that .there are 
,; ·.{ 
no reliable data prior ·to 1901 \o-hieh would' enable_ fprthet investigation 
of this apparent rhy?run. But it should pre>ve interesting 'to observe care-
fully the pattern which emerges :Ln f .uture decades\- , 
....._ 
also clear that gener~lly there was a lower incidence of hur~ o It is 
ricanes in 
l . . t). )t • 
the""'f'irst part of the present century.''than in later decade~. 
Over the ·76 year p~riod for which· data exist, there were fif~y-thr~~ ·. 
. . ' ) . 
hurricanes recor~ . 
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FIG. 23 
FREQUENCY DIS'T'AIBUTION 'OF HURRICANES AFFECTING THE WEATHER 
.·~ 
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I' . 
cent occurred duri~g tbe. first half of the period. What is even,. m51t'e 
striking is the fact th~t ~ore of these hur~~canes · occuired in· the last 
.. 
-25 years tha~ during the first 50 years Qf the cent~ry. I~ absolute 
. . 
. " 
terms there ~~re twenty-six hurricanes :teco.rded during the firs·t so. year.s 
' . . . . . . 
after 1900, whereas ' 27 w~re recorded during the last two an~ a half 
t;lec~des cdvered . br the dat·a. 
1.07 
( .. 
. ~ . . 
It .is worth not'in~f that .. the 'change, in frequent)', ~o'f burr:t'can~·s b.:\'~ . ,. 
4 ' · 
.. . 
' 
·. . ' . . ': ~ . .. . . .. ' . • ~ : . . . . 411 . . \ ·. ~ : · . . 
~c~u~_re,d . i.~: ~~soc:i~d.o_n~- ~ith · ~n a~~·~re~~ .~han~.e .in th~· - ~~A~ra~: :d~rc~l_a·~~~ri. · ·.-_. ·. · : .. ~.~ :.j .. ·. 
. .. . • . . . . . . . . . 74 ' • j 
of th~· atmosphere over. the. Northern liel!li~pllere. . Both. Dzer'dzeeV.skH . and: . •. ·. .. . . 
f . ~ai~icki7?\hli\~e . d•e!llO~S~~ated • ·tba~ ~he .·~O~~h;rn: H~~i~~heri·~<:C~~cuiatl~n ·. .. . :·· . 
' • ' • • : • r , • ' ' • .. ' • ' ' , ' • • ~ ' • .. • ·-~-
-' changed· · f.~~m .·a more s~able :~onai . f .low. betwe·en 19'0P - ~·nd' - 19~~ to . more 
. · vig~:t"o~s· meddi~n·a·i fl~~ .eve.f'since then.· The ch<:mg~ in ·;tQ~ :lncid~n~~ of . 
. . . . . 
~ . . .. 
hu:r;r.icanes· at · ·~he latitude of Bar~ados ~o:ncidis·. almo.~t . e~a~~],y .with : ~hese 
circulation changes. For dui":l,ng ~the p.eri·od· of relatlv.ely stable . zonal 
.:-:. . . : • f 
heinispheric ·· f)..ow ther~ was a .very 'tow incidence. ·.elf hurricapes ,' ·whereas 
. ·- · . . . -
. . . 'b 
h~rricane act~vity inereased dra~atica~ly aft~r l-9.50' with· the tenden,cy · to~ 
· . . · ~· ·: · ... 
• wards more vigorou's meridional e~change. 
.· ~ ~ ' . . . 
. . 
Ho.\<lev~r, no ·-cause !'l~d _effect . relation~hip ahouid necessartly qe ;ln;..: 
· ferred simply because, teU)po~al ~}langes in. the at~o~ph~;~~ · c:i.r~ui~;:i.~~: an~· · 
• • ' • 'W ; - l) ; 
hu1='ri.cane act.fvity ~ ~t Barb~dos have b~en in pJ:tase. This··could lie . ill- ~·. 
advlse~ at thi~ s'tag~_ in t~e lignt· of the f~ct ' tha~ neither ~h7 dynamics · 
··of · the atmospheric circulation . nor the.-me_chanics .of huqica,ne d~velop~en~ · 
···a:re ·. a s yet fully ·understood, Yet, .it. is strongl y beli~ved· that. - ~her.e : is 
·. .. . '; .. · . 
JIJf . 
· ·74 . . . 
Dzerdzeevskii, op. cit., pp. 285'"-2.92. 
.. ' . 75 . . . . 
Kalnicky, op > cit. , pp. 100-112':. 
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temperatures rose to what was believ~d to be their highest in the 
island's known climatic history. 
-, 
Empirical research has shown tha t in 
order for hurricanes to develop the surface temperature of the ocean 
0 
over which they form must be at least 27.6 C. This is not the only con-
I 
dition necessary ~or hurricane formation, b~t for reasons not yet wholly 
77 78 ' 
understoQd, - it is known to be a prime prerequisite. Brown has pre-
viously demonstrat?ed that in the case of the tropical North Atlantic 
Ocean, sea-surface temperature fluctuations have been in. perfect phase 
with air temperature fluctuations. In view of this and in the abseqce 
of reliable sea-surface temperature data, it was felt that the air tem-
perature record would give a very reliable assessemnt of what oceanic 
temperatures were like. 
109 
Using the mean annual temperature graph in figure 6 as a basis there-
fore, it could safely ~e assumed that sea-surface temperatures in the 
·caribbean region (in the vicinity of Barbados) were consistently higher 
after the late 1930's than before. For whereas the mean ~nnual tempera-
' 0 ' 
ture wa s generally below 26 . 2 C prior lo the 1930's, it rose well above 
this mark* with minor fluctuations t hereafter (see figure 6). Perhaps 
an even mor_e accurate picture is portrayed when the temperature graph for 
August is analysed. August is easily one of the hottest months at most 
localities in the Caribbean and is also quite representative of tempera-
ture conditions during the normal hurricane season. If reference is made 
to figure 7, it Qecomes clear ~at mean August temperatures have been for the 
77Riehl, H., T;opicar'M~teorology, McGraw-Hill, 1954, - p. 331. 
<J 
78 ', 
•Brown, op. cit., p. 109-122 . 






most part in excess of 27°C after the 1930-40 period; before this data, 
how_ever, temperatures scarcely ever reached this mean figure. Hence, on 
closer analy~is, the low incidence of hurrjcanes in the first few decades 
of this century might be partially be explained. , 
It was felt that there might also be some evident correlation por-
trayed between the fluctuations in hurricane frequency and variations in 
atmospheric pressure . Since hurricanes are known to develop, at \east 
initially, from centres of low pressure one might have expected a better 
relationship between figures 13 and 23. Unexpectedly, it appears, at 
least Prom the diagrams, that the earlier decades of lower pressure were 
also the period of lowest hurricane frequency. But this should not imply 
that some relationship does not exist; in fact, research has proven the 
. f h l . h' 79 ex1stence o sue a re at1ons 1p. What rnigQt be implied here is that 
although both parameters are important for hurricane development, the 
temperature variable might be more important ini~ially than pressure. 
C. Tropical Storms and Depressions 
The frequency distri~ution of tropical storms and depressions shown 
in figure 25 does not present as readily identifiable a pattern as in the 
case of hurricanes. It is only in the first four decades •from 1901 that 
] ] 0 
,;J, 
a clear trend emerges. Between the years 1901 and 1940, there was a steady 
decadal increas~ in the number of trppical storms and depressions in-
fluenciog the island's weather. The number rose from nine in the first 
decade. to eleven in the second, to twelve in tHe third. to twenty in the 
fourth decade since 1901. Th~ high peak in tropical storm activity 
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attained during the de_;ade 1931-40 seems to have been experienced 
throughout the Caribbean; in fact, the period j s often referred to as the 
80 
"stormy 30's" . 
· After 1940, however, there was an appreciable decline, at least for 
the next two decades, in the frequVncy of these systems at Barbados. · 
J J 2 
From the peak of 1931-40, the incidence decreased to thlirteen in the ).941-
. 50 period, to as low as five during the decade 1951-60. In the following 
decade the incidence of storms and depressions rose in exces~ per 
cent over that of the 1951-60 decade. Again, another decline appears to 
have set in since 1970; with half the present. decade already gone only · 
two storn\s,ave SQ. far been 
there was definite upward 
recorded. In general, t 'herefore, since 1901 
trend in the frequency of tropical storms and 
depressions lasting for a period of approximately 40 years, since which 
t itne ther.e have been haphazard fluctuations. 
There are little data from which the relative intensity of hurricanes, 
tropical storms and depressions which have affected Barbados can be ac-
curately asse~sed. However, from the fragmentary rec~rd.s available 
~ ~ 
chere ar.e indica.tions that the synoptic systems which developed during 
!Jthe e~rlier part of the century might have been of greater :Intensity than 
those which affected the island lat-e-r on. For instance, records compiled 
81 by Skeete suggest that although far fewer hurricanes and storms were 
recorded prior to the late 1930's or early 1940's, they were, in general, 
asso~iated with higher frequencies of flood-ing, stronger gales and higher 
80The 'Climate of Jamaica, 
81 . . ~ 
Skeete, ~963, op. cit., 






rainfall totals than rhose occurring later. In fact, lhe only real 
marked departure from this trend was hurricane "Janet" of 19SS when 
-1 
gusts in excess of 55 ms were recorded; and even then there was little 
flooding, the maximum rainfall associated with lhat hurricane being only 
.. 
63.5 mm. in the southern coastal districts. 
The data also suggest that there . has .been sl!itnewhat of a shi-ft in 
terms of the timi~ of these storms and hurricanes. For whereas these 
synoptic systems tended to develop most often in the earlier part of the 
hurricane season prior to 1940, they showed a tendency towards later · 
occurrence aft:ei- that date. For example, of all the tropical storms, de-
pressions ·and hurricanes which were recorded between 1900 and 1940, ap-
proximately 65 per cent occurred during the months of Jun~. July and 
August; the remaining portion occurred between the months of September 
and November·. However • between the years 19_41 and 1975, there was an al-
most complete reversal of the former situation. During this period about 
~ 
63 per cent of all disturbances were recorded in the months September 
through November, vhile only 37 per cent oceurred in the earlier part of 
" 
the season. 
D. Local Convectional (thunder) Storms 
Local convectiona,.l ~torms have exhibited much the same Jlattern in 
113 
their frequenc y of occurrence as tropica~ storms and depressions. There 
·was an uninterrupted upward · trend in the d~cadal frequency of these storms 
from 1901 which reached a peak ~n t h e years 1931-40. It may be recalled 
· that this is the same decade during which the highest frequency of tropi-. 
cal storms was recorded. After this period there was a marked decline 
) 









culminating in a minimum during the decade 1951-60. Between the years 1961-
... . 
70, the incidence of these storms increased again, ~d~ not oxceed the 
number recorded during the decade 1901-10. (see figu 26). 
It may be of interest to note that the trend 1n the incidence of trop_i-
cal storms and local thunder storms shows generally good correspondence 
d 
with the pr_essure graph in figure 13. It can be seen that. the high~st. i_n-
cidence of these storms occurred in the earlier decades of the century '~hen 
" 
'mean atmospheric pressure was· lowest. This is bar.dly surprising J n the case 
of tropica'l storms; but~s finding could open the way_ to new fines Of 
inves·tdgation into. the natur~ and physical processes behind the formation of 
" 
local convectional storms. For it could be that•reduced atmo~pheric pressure 
' might alsd be a key factor in the initial development of these weather sys-
tems. 
Since local, .. convectional storms usually develop under conditions of 16~ 
wind veloci ty82 , it: w~s felt that there might be some correspon·den'ce ~etween 
periods of generaliy low wind velocity . and pe'riods of ' high frequency of these 
I 
stqpns. However, when figures 13 and ?6 ar~ compared. a r:ather unexpectT 
relationship seems to occur. The diagram~? indicate that the period of h~ghest 
mean wind velocity coincides roughly with ~he period of highest ind.dence of 
local convectional storms. Hence thiS ne~d not imply that wind velocity and 
·convectional storm frequency are uncorrelaFed, since convection can be 
mechanically as well as thermally induced_. · · At the same time, wini 
velocity" is a highl! variable parameter so that the ,mean' annual values 
might not be representative of the condition~ ,under which thea e-
82 ' Skeete suggests that the development of these 
the wind velocir;y : exceeds apt»roximat:ely 4 ms-1 • 












storms have developM'I- Sinc-e these are stric-tly daytime phe~oroena and 
their initial development starts soon after sunrise, wind velocity read-
ings at approximately 7 a m. or 8 a.m. would be more .meaningful. At the 
same time, the values for wind speed which have been employed in the 
us 
analysis have been calculated from data recorded at Seawell and Codi't1,1gton 
Stations . . In the .absence of other ·data, these have been assumed as repre-: 
sentative of conditions everywhere on the island. This need not be an 
. , . 
entirely rel~able a~sumpt:t.on; especially qms·idering the possible eff'ects 
'of SUCh local COntrOlS aS topography I altitude and , eXpOSUr,e.~ 
·, 
Perhaps su_nshine duration hours might have proven a more reliable 
index against which to measure the fluctuations in frequency of locai 
thunderstorms. It has already been es_~lished that this is an important 
parameter in the genesis of thes~ systems. But unfortunately • there are 
no data on hours o·f sunshine duration prJ.or to 1937 • thus it is difficult 
to make reli.able pronouncements on any relationship which mi,ght exist 
between tl).,e two paramete.rs. 
~ 
E. Rainfall and Syn6ptic Weather Systems ... 
Although a . large percentage of the island's rainfall is said to .be 
associated \-lith t~e passage of tropical storms and hurricanes. no sigriifi-
cant statistical relationship can be found between · tht:!se vari-ables. Cor..! 
v . 
relation coefficients \vere calculated betwe,en island mean rainfall totals 
by decade and the ~ecada>l frequency· of tropical storms and hurricanes . 
The low coefqcient, r = +0.07 (for hurricanes and rainfall) was on1y .... 
. ·. l? . . 
significant at the 20% level. . To· _further measure the .statistical associa-
o 
0 
· tion between the parametez:s correlation was also attempted between the 
. ., 












decadal rainfall amounts for the seven sample stations and tropical 
storm and hurricane activity. Some of the resulting coefficients were 
slightly ·better but nevertheless, statistically :Insignificant; none were 
significant beyond the 15% confidence level. 
Howeve~~ since the passage· of tropical storms and hurricanes coincides 
with: ~he island's no:i>ma~ wet season, correlation coet:ficien'ts were computed 
betwe~n the decadal frequency of thes.e disturbances a·~d islaJ;td zt~et season 
.minft!tt> by decade, In· this particular instance, . wet season 2'ainfaU \-las 
CO!UpUted as the sum total r 'ecorded ·between the months· of .Tune to November 
inclusive. There was no signlfi·cantJCOrrelation found between hurricane 
frequency and island inean rainfall during the· wet 
we~k, positive relationship ·between the frequency 
season; b~ there was a 
of tropical~orms an 
wet ·se~son rainfall.. The coefficient 1' == +0.18 was significant at 
level, 'compared to r = +0. 08 in the case of hurricanes which barely reached 
the 20% level of significance. 
"' -c It is not surprising that .rainfall during the wet season shows better 
correlation with tropical storms and depressions than with hurricanes. 
For one thing, .hurricanes occur far less · frequently in·-'the rtaribbean than 
storms and d.epressions. In fact, it has not been uncommon in the past for 
the island to be · unaffected by passing hurricanes for periods as long as 
5-8 yea:rs in succession. But so m_!..lch more frequent is. the development of 
' ~e~ssions 3:nt1 storms during a normat season, that they have been found 
to occur in tqe Caribbean. as a whole with a statistically predictable, 
83 fre.quency of .one every ~our or 'five days., 
., 






No correlation was at tempted between the frequency of local con-
vectional storms and mean island rail'lfall, .inasmuch as these systems a r e 
highly localised phenomena and their effe~ts normally confined to specific 
localities ·on the i~d. However, ~he frequency of these systems and 
rainfall totals from t~three stations (Holetown, District 1 E I al)d Lion 
( Castle) wh~.ch norma;tly fall 'iAithin their sphere of influence were cor-
related. Again, insignificant statistical correlation coefficients ·of 
( 
~ . 1 
r = +0.10, r = +0.07, T' =. +0 .. 2 for Holetown, Di!l!tr~ct 1
.E 1 and Lion Castle, 
respectively, resulted . 
I 
With t~ possible exception of hurricanes, therefore, no clear 
cyclical rhythm has emerged from the analysis of the frequency of these 
a 
synoptic systems. In the case of hurricanes there is some evidence · which 
"' appears to suggest that years of decreasing and increasing frequ·ency tend· 
to alternate at rough intervals of three decades. Hhere trogical storms, 
depressions and local thunderstorms a re concerned, only very broad trends 
are evident; and furthermore, these trends·: are only clearly discernible 
prior to 1940. Since this p~iod no clear trend or rhythm has emerged as 
these systems tended to fluctuate rather haphazardly in their frequency of 
occurre nce. 
.. 
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In the foregoing chapters an attempt was made at analysing the major 
flJc-tuations and long-term trends in the climatic dat~ of Barbados post 
1900. Generally, it was found that the variations observed in the island's 
recent climatic history have been in keeping with postulated pat terns of 
hemispheric change and. more especially, ~th the rate of change · observed' 
in other low-latitude regions. That there have. been significant: identi:-
-f _iable per.iods of fluctuation in the island's past cliinate can be in no 
doubt j it is only the physical causes and full implications of these- var-
iations which are not fully understood. Some of the major findings of 
the study are briefly summarised below. 
A warming trend was observed between the years 1903 and 1949, alto-
. . 0 
gether corresponding to a net temperature increase of approximately 1 C . 
It was also shown that a similar trend was observed at other locations 
·~ 
in the region, for e.Xample, in Jamaica to the northwest and Trinidad to 
-· 
the southeast. Furthermore, the r·ate of increase in temperature in Bar-
,, 
bados during this period agrees to a large extent w~~a previous finding 
84 0 • 
by Callendar. He notes an increase of nearly 1 C from the late 1800's 
up t;e the 194ts for most areas in the tropics, including India~ Africa, 
the West Pacific and South America. ·Since th'e late 19/jO' s or early 1950's 
however, there has been an apparent reversal of this trend; despite minor 
"upward fl~ctuations there has bee~ an overall ~et decrease o~pprox:imate­
ly 0.2°- 0.3°C between -1949 and 1975. Again, the latter doWl}~aid trend ap-
pears to be in·. rough phase with a.. similar trend identified for several 
84 Callendar, op. cit~, pp. 1-12. 
I 
"'··.-· . .. 
0 
.l\,:119 
areas in the Northern Hemisphere. 85 The works of Longley ·and Lamb and 
86 Johnson are noteworthy in this respect. 
'However, it has\ already been pointed out that there is some contro-
versy over the recently postulated cooLi-ng trend: whether or not this 
.tendency is global in e.xt~nt is not yet clear. ~n some parts of the 
Northern Hemisphere temperatures appear to .be still rising, ~hile in 
other areas,. such as Australia and the ,Black Sea .region,; th~re have been 
no noticeabl.e fluctuations since the 1940's. In fact, tei!Jper.atures seem 
to have r~ined quite stable in these areas from the 1940's up· to· the 
present. 
87 . ' ffiL 
In 1969 Davitaya warf:!ed that this apparent cooling tend~ncy 
might . simply be a fluctuation temporarily interrupting the warming trend' 
Furthermore~ quite recently at least one Study seems to have confirmed . 
1 • 88 ,p. 
Davitaya s suspicions.. In 197 5, Angell and Korshover , 1.n an analysis 
~ . 
of mean tropospheric temperatures since 1958, found no evidence of cooling 
but rather suggested that IJ~obal. temperatures had either stabi.lised or 
were showing a slight tendency to i ncrease. 
' 
~. 
It was also discovered that prior to 19~pressure and wind fluctua-
tions in Barbados were generally out of phase. This was. a rather unex-
.... 
pected occurrence since it was earlier demonstrated that there is a positive 
'l 
relationship between the annual variation of mean atmospheric pressure 
\ 
,I 
85 ' Longley, op. cit. pp. 207-211. 
-8
·
6Lamb and Johnson, op. cit. pp. 94- 133. 
87 . 
Dhvitaya, op. cit. p. 552. 
88 Angell., J. K. and Korshover, J ·. , "E~timate of the Global Change in · 
Tropospheric Temperature Between 1958 .and 1973", Monthly Weather Review, 
vol. 103, 1975, ·pp .• 1007-1012. 
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and the annual variation in mean wind speed. However, after 1940 f luc-
I 
tuations of both tyarameters tended to parallel eath ot:her. For instance, 
there was a noticeable decrease in both pressure and wind velocity b"etween .. 
1940 and the early to mid 1960.' s, although pressure decreased more rapidly 
. . 
than wind speeds. ~hereafter,. a slight upward trend was observed but. 
again, prr"essure appeared to ;l.ncrease at a rate _s1~ghtl_y in excess of 
wind ve~ocit:y. 
There h?.s been a rou·gh quasi-cyclic;. pattern fn the ·island 1 a · pas.t ·rain!. 
.fall regime. with fa;l.rly prolong'ed periods of low rainfall alternati.ng 
with periods of increased. precip.itation. It' has also been demonstrated 
that althou·gh there is evidence of some slight spatial variation (in term~ 
e . 
of the onset and ending of fluctuations) the general pattern of rainfall 
has bee'~ remarkably sfmil.ar at all locations. Altogether there were ap-
proximately. seven distinct fluctuation periods but of these the major ones 
were 19~-30, the late 19401s and early 1950's -mid 1960's and 1966-75. 
• 
The .years 1920-30 stand out not on~y because thir;; wa~ the driest pel:'iod 
in the island's rainfall regim~ post 1900, but also bec_ause fragmentary 
--~ . . · . 
historical records suggest it to be perhaps the driest phase in the island 1 s 
known c1:l.mat: ic history. The y~~rs commencing from the early 1950·' s right 
up until about 1965 easily constituted . the wettest period since 1900. 
During thi s maximum, the rainfall at al1 stat ions was a t least.· 20 pe r cent 
in· excess of the ·m'7Cln .va.lue· recorded ·during the .1920-30' minimum~ What 
makes the post 1965 period appear signif icant· is the fact· th~t this sig-
' . . ~ 
nailed the start of a noticeable decrease in rainfall at all. l.ocatio·ns. It is 
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the only period when rainfail fluctuations · have_been in exact pbase (in 
"F 
terms of timing) at· all stations. It appears too that mean annual ·rain-
fa~~ is decreasing at a relative~y rapicf rate. at most loca'tions;· a rate 
. Which close1y approximates that whi:ch was observed during the 1920-30 
period, What is more, the, post ]..960 periop ha·~ heen shown to be .one of 
. . 
rapidly decreas-ing rainf~ll ar most tropical locations, ~nd this ·trend · 
. . . . 
i f 
. . h . . . . 89 
has been predicted to cont pue or at l~ast anot er· tw?.decadea 01;_. so. 
_Although ·so far no s'_trong statistical relationsliip.can b.e · ·s~id . to 
12;1.. 
~xist i':l ,the overall pattern bet~een the 'frequEmcy - ~f tropie'l st_orms an~ ... 
· ... 
. • ' .. · 
. ·. 
. . • - tJ . . .. . . . . ' - . -
hurricanes ana :rain~ all :fn Barba~os, .J:wo important observa.tions can. never--: · ·, ·; .. · .. 
:.· 
theless be -made. In the first place, it was d{scovered that ·th-e : per:i:od· of. 
. I . . . 
lowest rainfall C.orr~aponded almos~ exactly with the decade. of ·least _hU.X:':" · 
ricane activity. puring th~ decade'l921-30 only three systems of hurricane 
int:-ensity passed close enough to the island· to affect weather conditions, 
the· lowest number recorded in any decade since 1:90Q. 'At the _ same ti.m~, 
the rainfall lll?ximu,!Ii of ·the J95_o• s to mid. 1960's was found to be associated 
. with the period of .greatest hurricane activity; . for during the decade 1951-60 
. ' 
a record thirteen hurricanes affec'ted the island's we~ther. Alth~ugh it · ·': 
might be .a little prem~ture to imply ·a causal relationship, i;-t seems more 
than just a "matter of chance" that these major fluctuations . should coin-
cide~ Similarly, it ~s small wond~r that wet ·season · ~-ainfall,. that. is ~lie 
total. recorded between the months . of June 
90 
relatibnship with hurricane frequt:mcy. · 
Novemller, shows a wea~: positb'e 
89\Ullet t, H.C., Do Recent Clima~ic Trends P.o~_tend an Imminent rce·.Age? 
in Kopec, ·R.J. (ed.) Atmosphe!-"ic Quality and Cliomadc Change.- Onlv,_· of 
North Car~lit;la, J}ept. of ·Geog., Studies In Geography No'. 9, 1~7.6, p.· ' ~2. 
90 . . . nd h h i ' . It should be borne in mind that the· wet season ~ . t e 1,1rr cane .· 
season approxi.mat~l.y coinc:l.de. 
. \ .. ·. 
· .. 
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It is worth noting that nicist of the major 'variations of cl~a:te 
. . 
:f:dentif1.ed for Barbados during the p~riod .1900-75 have ~een assoda~ed 
with maj~r· ~ nuc:uta·~:Lon~ of the hemispheric c;.i!_culation patterns. For in-
. · ·. ~ 
. . . · .. 91 
stance •. D~erdzeevsk;l~. found ·t_he temperatur~:-)ncrease of ear:~.~er decades :. 
~ ~· .. ~ ; 
incre~sed zonal '6circula.tion wher.eas ·h~· found the · · to be · assC>ciated with 
o" o 'I I ' ' l ', • , ' 
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recent cool~'IJ{J to7 be closery con~ect.~d wi~h mo·re' m~r:i.dion~l. il.~w~ .· ·. T_his .· . ·:... : ... :·._'.·· · ~ ~·: :· 
.. ' • •. . ·.-; , .: , : :· ··92· .:.· ... · . ... ·.- . ·· . . · .,·. ·.:, ·. · , · .-:·· ~ ~ :. 
~as l~ter . subst~n~iu~ed .-.by· th~ work of . Kaln:l,~-? :· . wh~ dem~mstr:~te,d· ._ t.hat : . .. . . . · . . :j. _; 
' • . . . . ·. ' ... : , ... · . . . . . . :_: : : .. ·.. . : " . . . . . ~ . . . .'. ~ '' , . .'-:' . . '· . . i. ·. ~ 
· the gene?=al atmospheJ;"iC· ·c;:J,.rculation. over· th~· Nort~~rn - H~ispher.e. was 'dis-.· ·.- ·' · ·· ::··: ~·: ·- .. 
' . . . . : . ·. · . . ·_._: · ."_~:: ·· . · · .~ · .. ·.· .. :.: ' :_ ·.·_. ·· . .... · .. ~ ' · -.:·· .. . ~ ,'• ·· ·; ·_::.:: 
't'inc.'tly zonal bet~een .1900 and 19~0 but . . showed . a·· ~endenoy to:Wards .incr.e.ised : _, .. . · ~· •'. ' l · 
' . • .. .. . " . -·· .' ." . . · .. · :--: . · .. . · .... ·:' l .. ·. 
_mer~dionality _ever' since then·. Similar~y~ .. ;the·· o~~e.rved ·rihan:ges · .i~. h~~·ri;:- .· : · · · . · .~: ... ' j·: 
. ' . . '· ... .: •'i 
: ·~ane' frequency prior to. and ~fter · l950 -~~c;w rough corres'poridence with .· :, r··:. 
these· circul:atiori changes, The rainfd:l. 'decr.eases in mid· latitude· and ·· ·{. 
tropical regioD~ sinee tl!i! 1960; S ba;e bee~ attributed ·.to a w..:bnr;;g ~f : ':J\·r: 
' ,. . . " 93 ;':- . 
both the z·onal Westerlies and . the North Atlanti~ Trac:fes b-. L.a~b. ·. . 1-tore 1. 
. . '94 · . ... . ·.'i 
recently, Winstanley ·:· pointed out tl).at the· decrease. in tt:opical ·rainfall .. : ·. .. · ·. 
', ' ; , • , .,, ·~ ~ ' • ' , • , ,, .. • ' ' • .' • ' , ··~I' ·~' · ; ~ 
. .: . . . ' : .. •' .. · . . . . . . ' ' . . . ' .; '••. . :t · ...... ~1: 
fn·:·,rec·ent years· was a resuit' of . ~- cc,m~raction of ·the tropi.cal me~idional · . • 1 .. · .• 
. . ' . ' " . . \' . . . . ' \·:: ·, , 
. . ~ " 
circulat.io·n . .. ~-t i.~ notew~rthy tha't the market!' : reduction :i.n B~1:bados rili.~- · i' .. .. 
fall sih~:e' : the ~id 1960's ; ~!!~8 ·'t6· b~_ .:i~ so~~ .. ~ay reiated : to ;.·th~se -l~tter·. : ~ .. . -. l::.·>;; 
ci~~ul~t~~:D changes_;.· This· again seeins t~ . lend support· to . the . pre~ent,· 'con;-: . . ·.·: .··. . .. .. t> 
'tent ion th.at the be~:t e?Cplanation ·of · prec~pitat:ion flu~tuatiotis appea~s ~o ... 
.- . . - ., : ' . . . . ' . ·. · ... 
·to lie in._.a .~re:'.'th~rough undet;standing of . variations· in the genera;L cit-
. , . . . \ ' . 
' I '• 
·cul?-tion ·of the a·tmospnere. 
,_. 
. , 
,' ._, ' 
. .. . · rf: 
9l:nze~ctz~~vsk~i. op. cit~:- , pp.:· 2as-:-2~2 • . 
·.-·: .. , . . 
9~~1nfcky·, :~~p. : ~it:·~ -' ·pp·.' ioO-l:l~ . .. 
-93 . . . . ;' .. .. . ·:. ', · . . ·.: . . . .· .. · 
. Lamb. -·1,96~~ :op. 'cit., p. 210~ · 
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This study then might be regarded as a new line of enquiry into the 
recent climatic past of the island of Barbados. It has attempted to 
identify and analyse . the nature of cJimatic fluctuations since 1900; and 
has assessed the approximate rates and directions of such changes i n 
re1ation to other postulated hemispheric and latitudinaf climatic fluc-
tuations. The results, therefore, may ·be used as an initial base for 
further research, especially with ~ view to long-range forecasting and 
pJanning. Some of the f~ndings, for .example, could have far-reaching im-
plications for local agriculture. The economy of Barbados- is still pri-
marily agricultural, with almost total dependence on the production of 
.., 
sugar c:_~ne. It, is undeniable fact that rainfall is the single most iln-
portant environmental factor affecting sugar cane growth; and it has fur-
123 
~her been demqnsfrated that fluctuations jn rainfall are usually reflected 
. . 
by fluct~ations in sugar cane yields.?5 'Henc e, it is felt that an un-
der~tanding of past rain~all fluctuations and trends, for instance, could 
prove useful in the future as an 'aid to long-term agr icultural planning 
,. 
,, 
and water r~source management . 
Yet; great caution\\ must. be exerci~ed if the rasults of studies such 
" as this are to be u~ed as tools for predicting futt1re climatic events. At 
· the present state of knowledge, tHe real physical basis of climatic change 
" ' 
is little understood. For if could be misleading to assume that climate 
will behave in the futur e as it has in. the p~st; and this is the main 
premise from which pres~nt-day long-term predictions are given. For until 
'J 
95
, , Rouse, op. cit., p. 75. s ·ee alsJ H~dson, J~C., ,_ Fire, Water and 
Sugar .ProduBtio.n in Barbados, . .- Paper· Published by the Barbados Sugar Pro-
ducers' Af?soc., 1973, 'pp. 1-7 • 
1 124 
a more thorough understanding of the real physical caus~~ of climat i c 
change is achieved, any predictions based ·solely on past events mu s t con-
tinue to be regarded ·as highly speculative. 
··. 
.' 
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Table 12 
Mean AnnuAl Atmospheric Pressure for Codrington an~ Seawell, 
.. 
























Tab l e 13 
Mean Annual Temperatures for Codrington and Seawell, 




. 26 . 4 26 . 6 
26 . 7 26.8 
27.1 27.1 
26.8 ~ 26.8 
·•. 
26.6 ~6.7 
:: 26.4 26.4 
26 . 6. 26.8 
26.8 26.9 
26 . 7 26.7 
26.0 26 . 0 
26.0 26.0' 
25 . 9 25.9 
25.8 25.9 
26.3 26.4 
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' . Table 14 
Mean Annual Relative Humidity for Codrington and Seawell, 
1942 - 60 (i.) 
~ Codr ing.ton Seawell 
1942 73 73 
1943 72 74 
-,. 1944 74 73 
-1945 73 74 
1946' 75 73 
.. 
1947 70 68 
1948 66 67 
1949 67 68 
1950 68 10· 
1951 70 I 69 
1952 . 15 75 
1953 74 13 
1954 73 12 
1955 73 74 
.. 
1956 74 75 
1957 74 75 .. 
. J 
·' . 
1958 75 74 ! . . . 
' . . " '• 
, .· . 
1959 76 76 
,. :·· .. ,,.- . 
1960 77 74 




























Sunshine Hours for Codrington 
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FIG 27 (a) 
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riG 27 (b) 
HOLETOWN RAINFALL FLUCTUATIONS 
fAonthly Totals 










SEARLES RAioiFALL FLUCTUATIONS 
Monthly Totals 
FIG 27{d) 
DISTRICT ·c· RAINfi\LL FLUCTUAnoNS 
!!oot~ly Totals 
FIG 27(e) 
' CENTRAL RAINBLL FLUCTUATIONS 
Uonthly Totals 
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FIG 27(c) DISTRICT ·F· RAINFALL FLUCTUATIONS 
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